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DYEING CHARACTERISTICS OF MODIFIED PET FIBERS

Mil i tkl i ,  J.

Textile Faculty, Technical University of Liberec 461 17 Liberec, Czech Republic
e-mail : jiri. mi I itky @ vsl ib. cz

The main aim of  th is contr ibut ion is descr ipt ion of  the inf luence of  the modify ing component
content on the dyeing character ist ics of  modif ied polyester (PET) f ibers.

The especial ly prepared copolyester f ibers containing isophtal ic acid (denoted by Kl) ,  adipic
acid (denoted by KA),  sal t  of  5-sulphoisophtal ic acid (denoted by KS) and polyethylene glycole
having molecular mass 3000 (denoted by PG) have been prepared under comparable techno-
logical  condi t ions.  The dyeabi l i ty  has been character ized by means of  dye concentrat ion Cno
after a dyeing of  f ibers for  a per iod of  300 min at  90 "C and parameters of  non- isothermal dyeing
curve (rate constant,  equi l ibr ium concentrat ion).  The appl icabi l i ty  of  these parameters for  de-
scr ipt ion of  dyeing di f ferences caused by the presence of  modify ing components is discussed.
KEYWORDS: PET f ibers modif icat ion,  dyeing abi l i ty ,  structure character izat ion,  k inet ic models

1 .  INTRODUCTION

One of the disadvantages of polyethyleneterephtha-
late fibers (PET) is their poor dyeability. lmprovement
may be achieved by using various modifying compo-
nents (diols or dicarboxylic acids) in polycondensation
[1]. A great number of dif ferent comonomers for the
improvement of dyeability have been used [4]. Although
the modif ied polyester f iber have been produced for
many years,  only  the f ragmentary in format ion are
known as for an influence of modifying components on
their structure and dyeability.

The main problem is, that comonomers have inf lu-
ence not only on dyeability but affect also on formation
and process abi l i ty of f ibers. Comonomers inf luence
especially molecular weight of the melt, degree of deg-
radation during spinning and the rate of crystal l izat ion.
Therefore it is very important to prepare copolyester
f ibers under comparative condit ions [3, 5].

ln this work the especially prepared copolyester fibers
containing isophtal ic acid (denoted by Kl),  adipic acid
(denoted by KA), salt  of S-sulphoisophtal ic acid (de-
noted by KS) and polyethylene glycole having molecu-
lar mass 3000 (denoted by PG) are used.

The dyeability is characterized by means of dye con-
centration Ce6 after a dyeing of fibers for a period of 300
min at 90 "C and parameters of non-isothermal dyeing
curve (rate constant, equilibrium concentration),

The influence of type and content of individual modi-
fying component on the dyeability characteristics are
discussed.

2.  FIBER MODIFICATION

In spite of the great number of existing modification
methods no consistent classification is available at yet.
From the general viewpoint, however, it would appear
advisable to classify the modification methods by the
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production steps at which they are applied. The follow-
ing classification scheme results [2]:
1. Modification in course of polymer preparation

. preparation of copolymers,

. using addit ives,
o reducing the molecular mass.

2. Modification in course of fiber preparation
o drawing and sett ing condit ions readjusting,
o speed of spinning changing,
r texturing,
o cross section geometry changing,
r f ineness changing,
. bicomponent and mult icompoment f ibers produc-

t ion.
3. Modification applied to commercial fibers

o grafting,
. plasma etching,
o controlled surface destruction.

4. Combined modification
(e.9. hollow microporous copolyester fibers contain-
ing additives)

Details about these modifications are summarized in
the book [2].

3 .  PET FIBERS MODIFICATION

It is well known that polyester (PET) fibers have some
negative propert ies, which reduce their appl icabi l i ty.
Main negative properties are low water absorption, high
pi ll i ng, static electrif ication and diff icult dyeability

Suppressing of these properties needs generally the
chemical  modi f icat ion.  The non-modi f ied polyester
fibers are composed from terephtailic acid and ethylene
glycole. Chemical modif icat ion is real ized by the re-
placement of part of acid or glycole by another sub-
stances( comonemers). For PET fibers the main types
of potential commoners are:
adipic acid - concentrat ion range 6-8 mol. %



isophtalic acid - concentration range 1G-15 mol. %
S-sulfoisophtalic acid - concentration range 1-3 mol. %
buthyf eneglycole - concentration range 8-10 mol. %
polyethyleneglycole (80-1 50 units) - concentration
range 5-8 weigfi. %
pentaerythrytol- concentration range less than 1 mol. %

The description of effect of modification on fiber prop-
erties is complicated by the fact that modification affects
not only f iber structure and f iber propert ies but also
conditions of fiber preparation. The main problems can
be summ arized to the following points:

r lt is difficult to measure structural parameters di-
rectly influencing given property (tie chain)

I The properties are distinctly dependent on chemi-
cal composition of fibers (chain flexibility)

r Structural parameters are measured in static state
whereas propert ies are usually determined in a
dynamic state

r Structure is changed during the measurement of
some properties

Influence of commoner on fiber properties can be di-
vided to the following categories:

A. Commoner has no effect
B. Commoner has indirect effect
C. Only the commoner amount matters (equi l ibr ium

melting point)
D. lt is the type of commoner that matters (fn,

dyeability)
E. Commoner type and concentration have effect si-

multaneously
Modification generally affects on the other technologi-

cally important characteristics as technology of fiber
preparation, molecular mass of melt,  degree of melt
degradation and rate of crystallization. lt is therefore
difficult to separate effect of chemical modification from
modification of technological parameters.

4.  MOLAR CONTRIBUTIONS METHOD

ln the book [7] three main groups of polymeric ma-
terials characteristics are defined:

1. Colligative characteristics having the same values
(per mole of polymers) independently of chemical com-
posit ion.

2. Additive charactersfics having the value (per mole
of polymer), which represents the sum of contributions
of individual atoms, bonds or typical groups of atoms.

3. Constitutive characteristics having values, which
are dependent on composition of whole chains.

A list of additive characteristics is presented in [1].
The value of additive characteristics Qy (per one mole
of polymer) can be simply computed by using of rela-
tion
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m

Q u = I Q y ,  * n '

where Qy, is molar contrib;;on of the ith group (or atom
or bond) and n, is number of i- th groups per one mole
polymer.

The molar contribution method is very simple and can
be used for prediction of some properties of polymers
and copolymers. Molar contr ibutions QNa; for addit ive
physical, optical, thermal and mechanical characteris-
tics are presented in the book [4]. The ideal density of
amorphous phase p" ?nd the ideal density of crystalline
phase p" of individual copolyesters (see tab.1) were
calculated by means of the modified molar contribution
method

Let us use molar contribution method for prediction
of amorphous density of copolyester fiber containing 10
mol % of adipic acid. Amorphous density of this fiber pu
can be computed from simple relation

,_ ,^  _  0 .9xMp +0 .1xMa
r 'a -  

qgxvp +or lxvA

Here Mn (Mp) are the molar weights of individual copoly-
mers and Va ffr) are their molar volumes. The molar
weights can be simply determined from chemical com-
position of chains. For pure polyethyleneterephtalate
(PET) chains is Mp=192.2 and for pure polyethylene-
adipate (PEA) chains is Mo = 172.7. The values of mo-
lar volumes should be calculated by molar contributions
method. Additive characteristic are here Va and Vp.

The molar contributions to molar volume for PET:
Group n; Vi fliVi

-coo- 2 23.00 46.0
-cHr- 2 15.85 31.7

benzene ring 1 65.50 65.5

Molar  vo lume of  pure PET is  Vp =IV rn ;  i .e .  Vp=
143.6 cm3 mol-1.
The molar contributions to molar volume for PEA:

Group h;
-coo- 2
-cHr- 6

vi i l iVi

23 46.0
15.85 95.1

Molarvolume of pure PEA is then Vo = 141.1 cm3 mol-1.

Molar contributions V, for typical polymeric groups are
given in [7]. ln the book [4] are presented only contri-
butions used for copolyesters.

After substitution to equation for p" computation the
resulted amorphous density of modified polyester fiber
is p" : 1327,13 kg m*3.

The amorphous densities pu for other types of modi-
fied PET fibers were computed by the same way. By
using of this method the amorphous densit ies for pure
copolymers can be computed as well .  For PET pu =
1330.74 kg m-t and for PEA we obtained p" = 1191 .49
kg m-'was resulted.
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5 .  EXPERIMENTAL PART

5.1 .  COPOLYESTER F IBERS

The following four basic modifying components were
used:

isophtal ic acid (Kl),
adipic acid (KA),
sodium salt of S-sulphoisophtal ic acid (KSl)
poly(ethylene glycole) (PG).
The copolyester with different contents of Kl, KA, KS

and PG were synthesized. For each comonomer three
level of concentration were chosen so that overalltech-
nological concentration range has been covered (see
Table l). From copolymers the fibers were prepared on
a laboratory scale. The constant dynamic viscosity of
the polyester melt was kept with the melt spinning and
fiber forming as well as the constant spinning speed and
the comparable conditions of a drawing process and an
annealing one [1]. The dosing of melt was as high as 0.16
g s-1 with the take-up speed 5 m s-1. Then a drawing proc-
ess in 2 steps in water baths took place having the total
drawing ratio L -- 4.4. The following annealing in the free
state was made at 130 'C (in hot air) for 30 minutes.

5.2 STRUCTURAL PARAMETERS

The density of single f ibers was measured using a
gradient density column at 30o C. For estimation of the
volume fraction of the crystallinity x, the ideal density of
amorphous phase ru and the ideal density of crystalline
phase rc were calculated by means of the modif ied
molar contr ibution method [4].  The calculat ions were
made for particular fiber types differing both by the con-
tent and by the type of the respective comonomer. Ori-
entation factor of a crystalline phase f. were derived
from WAXD (wide-angle-X ray diffraction) by means of
the Hermans relation. The birefringence An was meas-
ured by the compensatory method by using of the mi-
croscope NV (Carl Zeiss, Jena) at the wavelength 551
nm. ln order to establish an orientation factor of amor-
phous phase fu,, the well-known relation for two-phase
model was used

An = xfsAn.. + (1 - x)f"rAnuo (1)

The intrinsic birefringence of crystalline region was
chosen to be An*= -0.2. The intrinsic birefringence of
amorphous region Anuo was calculated by using the ide-
alized assumption, that [4]

An"o/An.o = rJlc

To characterize the orientation of an amorphous re-
gion, the average orientation of the amorphous phase
was calculated

f, = (1 - x[u, e)

The values of mean orientation factor f. are given in
the Table 1.
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5.3.  ISOTHERMAL DYEING

To characterize maximum dyeability the isothermal
dyeing at temperature 90'C for 300 min was real ized.
The dye used was Palanilblau 3RE (2% o.w.f .). Dyeing
process and spectrophotometric evaluation of mean
concentration Ces are described elsewhere [6]. Result-
ing concentrat ions Ces are given in Table 1.

5.4.  NON.ISOTHERMAL DYEING

For estimation of kinetic and equilibrium parameters of
dyeing the nonisothermal sorption curyes of Palanilblau
3 RE (2oh o.w.f.) were measured. Dyeing started at the
temperatule T1 = 52"C.In the first phase the constant rate
of heating Q = 0.75 K min-1 was used. This phase was
finished alT2: 97'C (after time period tr = 60 min). ln the
second phase up to time t = 400 min the temperature was
constant (i.e. Q :0). In selected times t' the mean con-
centrations C11 were d eterm i n ed spectroph otometrical ly,

6.  TREATMENT OF NON-ISOTHERMAL
SORPTION CURVES

Kinetic parameters of dyeing can be general ly ob-
tained from both isothermal and nonisothermal dyeing
experiments.

The macroscopic  dyeing processes for  se lected
fiber - dye systems can be described by isothermal
uptake cLJrve, i.e. dependence of mean dye concentra-
tion in fiber c, on time t at constant temperature T. From
isothermal uptake curves at various temperatures is
possible to estimate the activation parameters of dye-
ing and dyeing mechanisms.

Practical dyeing experiments are often realized under
nonisothermal conditions and then the nonisothermal
uptake curves are obtained. Nonisothermal uptake
curve is dependence of q on t for known time-tempera-
ture profile T(t).

Nonisothermal kinetics of dyeing may be described
either by the dif fusion or the rate type models. Both
models are based on the assumption that temperature
dependent is the rate constant only. In this simplest
case the rate of dyeing can be expressed in the form

dc/dt = K(T)f(c,,c.) (3)

In this equation the K(T) is the temperature depend-
ent rate constant and f(q, c-) is the kinetic term. Dye-
ing experiments are usually real ized by using of the
piecewise time-temperature profile in the form

T(t) = Tr + Ot for t < tr (4)
and

T(t) = T2 for t > t.' (5)

where O is the rate of heating. By the formal integration
of the eqn. (3) the following relation results
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c1 .

Jf-t(", ,  c-)dc1 = Jx[T(e)]ds = F(t) (6)
0 0

The form of kinetic term f(q, c- ) is based on the se-
lected diffusion type or overall dyeing type kinetic model.
For dyeing of polyester and copolyester fibers by dis-
perse dyes the Cegarra Puente rate model is suitable.
This model leads to the final integral form

ci = cj tr - expt-F(t)l (7)

For the piecewise time-temperature profile (see eqn.
(4) and (5)) and Arrhenius type model describing the
temperature dependence of the rate constant

K(T) : Ko exp[-E/(R T)] (8)

is integral F(t) in the form

F(t) = G(T) - G(T,) for TcT. (9)
and

F(t) = Koexp(-E/RT2Xt - t,) + G(Tr) - G(T,)
for TcT, (10)

Here E is activation energy of dyeing, lG is preexpo-
nential factor, R is universal gas constant and symbol
G(x) denotes the integral

G(x) = f+)t"*o(-Elnx)dx (1 1)
\o/6

Very precisely the Gorbatschev relation can approxi-
mate this integral

G(x) :  1XoRx27[o(E + 2Rx)]]exp(-E/Rx) (12)

The error of this approximation ( in the range 100 <=
E <= 250)  is  under  the 0.1%.

This nonl inear  k inet ic  model  has three adjustable
parameters (c-, Ko, E).These parameters have been
estimated from experimental non-isothermal sorption
curves (i.e. dependence of dye concentration in fibre q'
on t ime t1 and corresponding temperature T;) by the
nonlinear least squares. Due to high correlat ion of es-

Table 1 Selected structural and dyeing characterist ics of modi-
f ied polyester f ibers

^^_^-^_^_ Concent .  f  n . 'uomonomer 
[mol %] I- l

cno Kso 103 C.

lmg g- ' l  [min- l ]  lmg g- ' ]

timated Ko and E the rate constants Kno for temperature
T : 90'C were computed

Kgo = K6exp[-E/(R * 363.1 5)] (13)

Estimated equilibrium concentration C- and computed
rate constant Kno are given in Table 1 .

7 .  D ISCUSSION

It is evident from Table 1 that dyeing-rate constant Kee
does not vary much and does not properly reflect the
changes of dyeabil i ty. On the other hand the concen-
t rat ions Cee and C.  can express the changes in
dyeability of copolyester fibers rather well. For compari-
son of the dyeability characteristics and structural char-
acteristics of fibers the correlation map has been cre-
ated. Comonomer type is variable 1 (PET has code 0;
Kl has code 1; KA has code 2; KS has code 3 and PG
has code 4); comonomer concentration is variable 2; f.
is variable 3; Cgo is variable 4; Kgo is variable 5 and C-
is variable 6. The correlation map on the fig.1 shows that
there are very sl ight correlat ions between dyeabil i ty
characteristics and structural parameter. According to
the assumption the practically linear relation between
concentrations Cro and C- exist. The rate constant de-
scribes another aspects of dyeing process and there-
fore do not correlate with concentrat ions well .  The
comomomer concentration correlates well with mean
orientation of amorphous phase. The correlations be-
tween comonomer type and content on the one side and
concentrations of dye concentrations Cne and C. are
moderate. The rate constant does not practically corre-
late with characteristics of fibers

For  deeper  invest igat ion of  the re lat ion between
comonomer type and content ,  mean or ientat ion of
amorphous phase and dyeability characterized by sim-

Correlat ion map for comonomer type, and concentrat ion,
structural parameter and dyeability characteristics

PET O
Kt 4
Kt I
K t  1 2
K A 2
K A 4
K A 6
K S 1
KS '1 ,5

K S 2
PG" 3
P G 6
P G 9

0.567 0.52
0.498 0.43
0.464 0.52
0 .385  1 .07
0.579 0,65
0.548 0.77
0.522 1.30
0.556 0.47
0.647 0.74
0.589 0.66
0.483 1.46
0.558 2.48
0.488 10.37

2.79 0.772
1  .001  0 .918
2.919 1 .443
3.727 3.282
6.902 1.468
3 ,170  1 .579
11 .560  2 .830
2.589 1.027
5 .968  1 .33
1.951 2,452
2.780 3,059
1.244 5.237
1 ,658 16.483
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ple parameter Cee the partial dependencies between
these parameters has been created. The so-called par-
tial regression plots were created. This plot uses the
residuals from the regression of y on the predictor x,,
graphed against the residuals from the regression of x,
on the other predictors [8]. To discuss the properties of
this type plot let we assume the regression model in the
matrix notation

Y = X c l F " + x j c + a (14)

where X.,,is matrix formed by leaving out the j-th column
x,from matrix X, B* is (n -1)x1 parameter vector and c is
regression parameter corresponding the j-th variable x,.

For investigation of partial linearity between y and j-
th variable x;the projection into space L orthogonal to
space defined by columns of matrix X6,is used. Corre-
sponding projection matrix into space L has the form

P(j) = E - X.,)(X111X,,,)-' Xul Fig. 2 Partial regression plot for Ceo and comonomer content

of al l  highly dyeable PE G modif icat ion (points no. 11-
13). Partial correlation between Cno and mean amor-
phous phase orientation is very low (partial correlation
coefficient is only 0.21).

pRp'l;J*ono*er tnns',i ' , ' . r, 
' 

, , "." i

part correl. rp =0.67826

I

I

,'' B
.)u  .  , . 4 0  4 2

r 5
\ 1 t t , '

,4

Fig. 3 Partial regression plot for Cno and comonomer content

8.  CONCLUSION

The dyeablity is very complex phenomena connected
not only with comonomer type and content. The above-
presented results can be explained by simple idea that
dyeing process is primarily affected by overall free ac-
cessible volume in fibers. This quantity is characterized
by maximum number of dye molecules penetrating into
f ibers up to near equi l ibr ium (i .e. Cee and C-). From al l
modification investigated only the one with PG is suit-

i:! 
i:i::i,:,i, 

ii:lil:l:::

" b,

i:. :i: i: l :, . :, ::t

ii..,.. .ji.i ii..i.lil.i.
: :::::;:: :: ::: :::]:]:|:]:
,  

: t , i i t i i : i l : : : , : l i : :  : : :r : l : :

: i : ' : : ' . : : : : i , : : : : : l

. :  : ) 4 t : : l : : : : l : i t l

.  . I1 . , : , : , f i

.iii.ilj:, :, :,1 :iliii': ll

: .: ::li;::lll:i:i::ii:i
: : ' : '  : : : ' 1 : : : ' : : : : : '

:. ii:i ::::..:tii,ti,t:i

:i ,.:::il iii ,|,: tii:,:::l ill

l:::r.:,i:: :,;::l:: :.1.:'i::

By using the projection Pe onto both sides of eqn.(14)
the following relation results

P g ) Y = P 6 y x 1 c * P 1 l t

( 1 5 )

( 1 6 )

The product P6, XctF* is equal to zero because the
space spanned by X.,lis orthogonalto residuals space.

From eqn. (16) i t  fol lows that:
- The term vi= Ptrlxl is the residual vector of regres-

sion of variable x,on the other variables which form
columns of the matrix X6,

- The term uj= P(j)y is the residual vector of regres-
sion of variable y on the other variables which form
columns of the matrix X61

Partial regression plot is then dependence of vector
ulon the vector v,. lf the term xlis correctly specified the
partial regression graph forms straight line. Systematic
nonlinearity is indication of incorrect specification of x;
and random pattern shows unimportance of x;for ex-
plaining the variability of y. The partial regression plot
(PRP) has the fol lowing propert ies:

1. The slope c in PRP is identical with estimate b, in a
full model and intercept is equal to zero.

2. The correlation coefficient in PRP is equal to the
partial correlation coefficient Ry,1.

3. Residuals corresponding to straight line in PRP are
identical with residuals for a ful l  model.

4 The influential points, nonlinearities and violations
of least squares assumptions are markedly visual-
ized.

The PRP for comonomer content is shown on the fig. 2
Par-tial correlation betweefl Cgo and comonomer con-

tent is relatively high but mainly influenced by the pres-
ence of high content of highly dyeable PEG modifica-
t ion (point  no.  13) .

The PRP for comonomer type is shown on the f ig. 3
Partial correlation betweefl Cgo and comonomer type

is slightly lower but mainly influenced by the presence

Vldkna a textil 10 (2) 47-52 (2002)
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able for preparing of the fibers dyeable at boiling point
without carriers.
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Translation of Abstract:
Dyeing characterist ics of modif ied PET f ibers

Cilem prece je popis vlivu modifikacnf sloZky na charakteristiky barvitelnosti modifikovanich polyesterovyich
vldken. Byla pouZita specidlnd piipravena vldkna s obsahem kyseliny isoftdlove(Kl), adipov6 (KA), S-sulfoisoftdlov6
(KSl) a polyetyl6nglykolu (PEG). Baruitelnost byla charakterizovana koncentracf barviva ve vldkn6 Cso po barveni
po dobu 300 min pfi 90'C a parametry neizotermniho barueni (rychlostnfkonstanta, rovnovA2nA koncentrace).Jsou
diskutov6ny vlivy struktury a chemick6ho sloZenlvldken na tyto charakteristiky barvitelnosti.
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COTTONIZATION DEGREE OF PRETREATED FLAX FIBERS

Kiemendkovd D., Mil i tkl i  J.,  Antonov V.*

Textile Faculty, Technical University of Liberec 461 17 Liberec, Czech Republic, e-mail:
d a na. kre m en akova @ v sl i b. cz
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The main aim of  th is contr ibut ion is a descr ipt ion of  an inf luence of  enzymat ic and chemical
pretreatment on the separat ion tendency of  f lax f ibrous bundles.  For character izat ion of  bundl ing
tendency the distr ibut ion of  bundles has been created. The number of  u l t imate f ibers in bundles
and number of  bundles has been est imated form digi ta l  cross sect ion images by using of  image
analysis system Lucia.  The frequency of  bundles exceeding some l imit  s izes is computed.
KEYWORDS: f lax bundles separat ion,  enzymat ic pretreatment,  bundles s ize distr ibut ion

1.  INTRODUCTION

The great potential of bast fibers is until now not fully
utilized. Hemp and flax fibers are often used for non-
text i le appl icat ions and i ts process abi l i ty for f ibrous
assemblies is st i l l  very dif f icult .  Due to presence of
bundles of elemental fibers and non-fibrous substances
there are serious limits for creation and utilization of
these fibers.

These problems are the challenge for using new tech-
nologies and chemical or biochemical procedures to
reach better process ability. New technologies, widely
used in medicine and food industry, are mainly in ut i l i -
zation of microbes or only their enzymes for production
or decomposition of different substrates.

There are several possibilities for chemical and bio-
chemical treatment of bast fibers. The first is usually wet
biochemical processing of bast fibers in the stage of
scutching or hackl ing tow and noi ls. Using good pro-
cessing method it is possible to reach practically full
separation of fibers or to obtain fibrous bundles having
few ultimate fibers. These materials or blends with cot-
ton can be spun by classical rotor technology.

This contribution is devoted to description of number
of bundles changes of ultimate flax fibers caused by the
enzymatic, chemical and combined pretreatment of
technical fibers. Combing on the fibro-blender device
has simulated the final mechanical treatment. The dis-
tribution of fibrous bundles is created and probability of
occurrence of bundles having prescribed number of ul-
timate fibers is computed.

2. BAST FIBERS

Main representatives of the bast fibers are flax and
hemp. These fibers are derived from the stem of the
plant. Flax and hemp, although botanically unrelated,
have many characteristics in common. Without micro-
scopic or chemical examination, their fibers can only be
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distinguished by the direction in which they twist upon
wetting: hemp will rotate counterclockwise, flax clock-
wise.

Flax is a dual usage crop, with linen varieties grown
for their stem fiber, and other varieties for the oil in their
seed. This fact also applies to hemp. Both plants pro-
duce very similar drying oils in their seed, oils with a high
percentage of l inolenic acid, used unti l  mid-century in
paints. The oils are also valued for nutritional and even
medicinal qual i t ies.

Cellulose is the major constituent of these fibers and
the minor consti tuents are noncellulosic polysaccha-
rides, such as pectin and hemicel luloses, l ignin, l ipids,
and ash. Although most of the noncellulosic compo-
nents present in the fiber are removed during retting and
scutching (mechanical separation of the f iber), poor
quali ty f iber can contain as much as 20-25% of the
hemicel lu loses,  pect in ,  and l ign in.  Typica l  chemical
composit ion of these f ibers is shown in the Table 1 [11.

Unlike cotton, these f ibers are not single cel ls but
rather an aggregate of the ultimate cell. The ultimate
cells are fibrilar and the fibrils are helically disposed with
no structural reversals. The sense of the helix is a char-
acteristic one for this fiber group. lt is also evident from
x-ray diffraction that the cellulose has a higher degree
of order or crystallinity in these fibers than in cotton.
Some morphological structure factors are given in the
Table 2i111.

Flax, of which there are many varieties, is commer-
cially grown for fiber principally in the states of former
Soviet  Union,  l re land,  Belg ium, Hol land,  the Uni ted
States, Australia, and Canada. Unlike other vegetable
fiber crops, the flax plant is pulled from the earth rather
than cut. Having been dried, the plant is subjected to

Table 1 Comparative Chemical Composit ion

Fiber  CELLULOSE HEMI-CELLULOSE LIGNIN

FLAX
H E M P

78.5
68 ,1

9.2
1 5 . 1

8 .5
1 0 . 6
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Table 2 Morphological Structure of Bast Ultimate Fibers

Parameter Flax Hemp

mean length, mm
mean diameter, mm
spiral i ty
spiral angle
Length/ diameter

32
0.023

S
5-1 0'
1 391

20
0.022

z
5-1 0"
909

retting, which is a chemical or microbial treatment of the
stem to permit an isolation of the fibers. Retting is a
highly complex operation involving many reactions de-
signed to remove interfiber cementing material. Final
removal of fiber from the stem is achieved by a physi-
cal process known as scutching. Flax fiber varies in its
natural color and in length from about 70 to 92 cm. The
mean length of the ult imate f iber cel l  is about 30 mm,
with a mean equivalent diameter (fibers are noncircular)
of 0.023 mm. The cel lulose f ibr i ls are deposited in a
helical configuration with an ,,S" disposition of the helix.
Yarns and fabrics made from flax fiber are referred to
as l inen.

Hemp fiber is longer than a flax fiber but it is less flex-
ible and coarser. lt does not bleach well and as it lacks
elasticity and flexibility it is not used for fine textiles. The
ultimate fiber cells vary in length from 5 to 55 mm, and
have an average length of about 20 mm, their equiva-
lent diameter varies between 0-016 and 0-050 mm,
with a mean of 0'022 mm. The thickness of the cell wall
varies much more than i t  does in f lax, increasing to-
wards the end of the fiber so that the lumen is narrower
there. When viewed under the microscope fiber cells are
seen to be irregular in shape, being flattened at some
points along their length but cylindrical at others. There
are striations on the surface of the fiber but no nodes
like those found in flax. The ultimate fibers have forked
ends, and these serve to distinguish them from the flax.
Hemp has a 

'Z'  
twist,  and this is one way how to dis-

t inguish i t  f rom f lax.  Hemp can be used for  ropes,
twines, cables, nets, sailcloth, canvas, tarpaulins, etc.,
but its main use is as a substitute for flax in the manu-
facture of yarns and twines.

Processing of high quality bast fibers is as much an
art as a science. Since antiquity, bast fibers have been
obtained by ,,retting" and ,,breaking" the stem. Retting
(rotting) is the decomposition of the pectines, which bind
the fibers to the woody inner core of the plant stem. After
retting, a fiber is separated from the woody inner core
(hurds or shives) by,,breaking". The hurds are cleaned
from the fiber by ,,scutching" and the fiber is further re-
f ined by ,,hackl ing" before being spun into twine and
rope.

The main characteristic of technical flax fibers is that
they are in the form of bundles of elementary fibers (,,u1-
timates"). The ultimate fibers are glued in the bundle by
the pectinuos gums composed mainly from pectines of
the inner lamellae. This pectinuos substance permeates
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through the f iber walls and joints the bundles with sur-
rounding cortex or bark. The pectines of the inner lamel-
lae are encrusted with lignin, which makes it even more
diff icult  to spl i t  a bundle into f ibers. The structure of
unretted f lax is on the f ig. 1A.

For some applications there is interesting to extract
ultimate fibers because their length characteristics are
similar to the cotton f ibers. Such a process is cal led
cottonisation. For cottonization the mechanical, chemi-
cal and microbiological attack can be used separately
or in combination. Sub surface of enzymatically retted
flax stem is shown on fig, 1B. The significant separation
of bundles from epidermis cemented by pectins and
polysaccharides is clearly visible [4].

3 .  MATERIAL AND METHODS

Czech flax row Kotex 4C was processed by using of
different chemical and enzymatic pretreatment. At first

Fig. 1 A: Sub surface of unretted f lax (F..f iber bundles, S Shives -

Xylan,l Parenchyne); B: Sub sudace of retted flax

A
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Table 3 Flax samples

1 (KP) Original tow

2 (E) Enzymatic treatment

3 (AE) Alkaline scouring + Enzymatic treatment

4 (EB) Enzymatic treatment + Peroxide bleaching

5 (K) Enzymatic treatment + Alkal ine scouring +
Peroxide bleaching

enzymatic treatment of tow with Texazym DLG and
other enzymatic agents made in Inotex Ltd was done.
Additionally combinations of enzymatic treatment with
alkaline scouring, peroxide bleaching or both were car-
ried out. For estimation of these procedures influence
on the changes of bundles distribution the samples with
various combination of pretreatment procedures were
prepared. The samples are described in the table 3.

The part of all flax samples was mechanically sepa-
rated by using of Fibro blender device. These samples
abbreviated as M were used for comparison of bundle
size distribution only. Details about technology of these
procedures are described in the work [3].

For  est imat ion of  the number of  f ibers in  f ibrous
bundles and number of fibrous bundles the image analy-
s is  system LUCIA has been used.  From indiv idual
samples the parallel knot of fibers has been created by
manual drafting. The knots are glued and cut by micro-
tome for a preparation of cross sections samples. By the
analysis of these images (the image analysis system
LUCIA has been used) the individualfibers and multiple
fiber bundles were identified. The differences between
f lax u l t imate f ibers and f ibrous bundles were of ten
clearly visible but in some cases there was difficult to
decide about size of bundle (see fig. 2).

4.  RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The main aim of analysis is to characterize the dis-
t r ibut ion of  f ibrous bundles.  Let  the x;  is  number of
bundles having number of f ibers equal to i ,  where i  =

1 ,2,3, . . . , f l ,  and whole number of  bundles is

Nb - t,,,
1

The relative frequency of i-th bundle is

f i  = ' i l N b

and cumulative frequency is equal to
i

Fi  =Lf i
i=1

The cumulat ive frequency is rough est imator of
bundles size distribution function. Total number of fibers
is equal to

Fig. 2 Differences between ultimate fibers and fibrous bundles

By careful inspection of relative and cumulative fre-
quencies it was recognized that:

- The number of single fibers characterizes not only
the separation tendency but include the severity of
treatments leading to the tow formation. For char-
acterization of this behavior the frequency f , ot
single fiber occurrence has been used. Values f,
are given in the table 4.

- The frequency of f ibrous bundles exceeding 10 is
very small and in some cases no fibrous bundles
having higher number of fibers has been found. For
character iz ing of  occurrence of bigger f ibrous
bundles the relative portion F10 of f ibrous bundles
having number of f ibers exceeding 10 has been
computed from relation R10 = 100(1 - F'e). These
values are given in the table 4.

- ln the range 2<i < 10 is behavior of f ibrous bundles
distribution similar (see fig 3), monotonically de-
creasing function. The aim is to describe this be-
havior by suitable theoretical distribution.

Because the number of bundles is discrete random
variable the frequency ratio is usefulfor identification of
suitable distribution in the range [2]. lt is well known that
for a lot of discrete distribution the following relation is
valid

i x f i  _ n  ,  F
t - ' = L ' g + L 1  

x /

where Co and C., are parameters characterizing type of
discrete distribution. The typicalfrequency ratio plot for the
pretreatment K (combined action) is given on the fig. 4.

The correlation exceeding 0.78 were obtained in all
cases. Positive slope in this graph indicates negative

n

N=f i r x ,
1
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Fig. 3 Distribution function of fibrous bundles having i fibers in the
r a n g e  2 < i < 1 0

Fig. 4 Frequency ratio plot for pretreatment K

binomial or geometric distr ibution [2].  Due to simplici ty
the geometric distribution has been selected, Probabil-
ity function of this distribution

f , :  P (  - p ) '

has the one adjustable parameterp only. For checking
of this distribution the logarithmic transformation can be
adopted i.e.

I n ( f ; )  = q + i k

where q = ln(p) and k :  ln(1 - p). The dependence of
ln(f ) oni should be therefore linear. This dependence
for the pretreatment K is given on the fig. 5.

The correlation exceeding 0.9 were obtained in all
cases. From the slope in these graphs the rough esti-
mator pd : 1 - exp(k) of parameter p was computed.
Results are given in the table 2. For more precise
estimation of geometric distribution parameter the direct
minimization of sum of squared distances between
model frequencies and experimental frequencies BSC
has been used.

Fig. 5 Logarithmic plot for geometric distr ibution checking
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Fig. 7 Relation between experimental frequencies (stars) and fre-
quencies from geometric distr ibution ( l ine) for the pretreat-
ment type K.

The dependence of RSC on p for the pretreatment
type K is shown on f ig. 6.

Similar graphs were obtained for another types of pre-
treatment as well. The optimal parameter po obtained
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Table 4 Parameters characterizing bundles size distr ibution

Sample pa

(stars) and frequencies from geometric distribution (line)
given on the t ig.7.

Due to one estimable parameter is degree of f i t  only
moderate. Similar results were obtained for another
types of pretreatment.

The selection of parameters for separation tendency
descript ion is dependent on the practical needs and
simplicity of computations. From these points of view
are the R70 and /t  preferred.

The inf luence of mechanical separation on bundles
size distribution for sample AE is shown on the fig. 8 and
for sample K on f ig 9.

The graphs for other samples excluding original tow
KP (similar to f ig. 8) are similar to f ig. 9.

It is clear that mechanical separation leads to increas-
ing the port ion of bundles with small  number of element
f ibers only for pretreatment AE. The dif ference in dis-
tr ibution for sample K is practical ly negl igible. (see. f ig.
9). The same conclusions are val id for samples E and
EB as well .

5 .  CONCLUSIONS

From the inspection of table 2 is clear that parameter
R10 is very useful for characterization of bundles sepa-
ration tendency. Parameter f , reflect the portion of ulti-
mate f ibers and is suitable as well .  Fibrous bundles dis-
tribution can be approximated by geometric distribution
with one parameter p. There are large differences be-
tween estimates obtained from linearization and nonlin-
ear estimation. The parameter of geometric distribution
is  s imi lar  for  a l l  pret reatments exc luding KP.  Higher
value of parameter p leads to the higher rate of fre-
quency drop (quicker tendency to bundles separation)
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Fig. 9 Comparison of bundle size distr ibution for sample (K) and
K(M) after mechanical separation

by this way are given in the table 4. For the pretreatment
type K is relation between experimental frequencies
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STUPEN KOTONIZACE PREDZPRACOVANEHO LNU

Translation of Abstract:
Cottonization degree of pretreated f lax f ibers

Cilem t6to prdce je popis vlivu enzymatick6ho a chemick6ho piedzpracov6ni na odd6litelnost vldkennlich
svazk0. Pro charakterizaci t6to odd6litelnosti bylo stanoveno rozd6lenlvldkennyich svazkfr. Bylo vyuZito obrazov6
analyzy piicnyich iez0 . Je urdena cetnost svazk0 piekracujicich zadanou mez.

I 1 l
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l4l
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A NOVEL METHOD OF TEXTILE MELANGE COLOR
PREDICTION

Wiener,  J. ,  Kry5t0fek, J. ,  Prd5i l ,  M.

Department of textile finishing, Technical University of Liberec, Hdlkova 6, 461 17 Liberec 1, Czech Republic,
j a ku b. w i en e r @ v s I i b. cz

The classic Kubelka-Munk funct ion cannot be used for predict ion of  color of  melanges. For the
color of  melanges the addi t ive funct ions are used. The most f requent c i tat ions are Fr ie le 's and
Stearns's funct ions,  which are in th is study appl ied on the blend viscose/viscose and viscose/
polyester. Both of models are useable for description of color of tested samples.

At the mixture of viscose/polyester also was studied the influence of f ineness of non-colored
polyester components on the color of  melange and on the values of  Fr ie le 's and Stearns's pa-
rameters.

In th is study is proposed a novel  method for el iminat ion of  d i f ferences of  f iber f ineness by
description of melange composition in a surface ratio.

1.  INTRODUCTION

Colored staple fibers, namely black, dark brown and
dark blue etc. are sometimes int imately blended ( in
loose material or in sl iver) with the colorless or only
lightly colored fibers to achieve the specific and aes-
thetic very interesting effect: "melange", which is de-
manded mainly for the wool-working articles.

The textile producers are often surprised how much
the dyes consumption can be cut down by the alterna-
tion of e.g. blac(white melange to unr-grey assortment
(usually piece dyeing - it is more operational too). And
on the contrary: the differences in dyes consumption
could be much greater than 50 % (sometimes even than
100 %) by the optically approx. same grey hue in me-
lange-form.

By other words: the same dye-concentration gives
much lower optical effect by the greater incoherent dis-
location of dyes molecule (or greater dyes particles) in
the fiber textile system.

Indication of the equal phenomenon becomes evident
on a smaller canvas but perhaps even more often by all
sorts of deviations from uniform dyeings (the typical
examples are the tippy dyed wool and the insufficiently
dyed unnatured fibres in cotton).

The full curve in figure 1 demonstrates from us ob-
served real dependance of the Kubelka-Munk constants
l(S on the approximate concentration of dyes (Cg) in
the blend. The concentration is proportionalto the block-
mass dyed-viscose staple fibers, which are mixed with
colorless fibres (in both cases: 1.4 dtex, 40 mm). The
,,ideal" dashed direct line in figure 1 responses this re-
lation by the ideal validity of Kubelka-Munk equation:

K  ( 1 -  R ) 2

S=?=conSt .Ce  
(1 )

where R is the reflectance of the textile.
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In order to quantify the real trend R and Cr, Stearns
and Noechel [a] (already 1944) proposed an additive
function of the form:

F(Ro) =xrF(Rr)+x2F(R) (2)

where x, and x2are the relative weight proportions of
fiber components 1 and 2, Ro, Rr, Rz are the reflectan-
ces of the blend and of the components. The F(R) is an
empirically derived hyperbolic function of the form

F(R) =
( 1 -  F )

M  ( R  -  0 , 0 1 ) +  0 , 0 1

where M is an empirical (Stearns's) constant: e.g. for
wool blends M = 0.15, but i t  is dependent on dif ferent
fiber physical form and properties. Thus Friele [3] has
found values M from 0.09 to 0.18 (felts and loose woll).
D. A. Burlone [1] has found for nylon a value of M = 0.1 1
which varies with the method used to judge best f i t .
Davidson & Taylor [2] use special form of equation 2

(3)

0,m 0,20 0,40 0,60 0,80 1,00

relative concentration of the dyestuff in blend

Fig. 1 KS values as the function of black f ibers in blend.
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Fig.2 Linearization of experimentaldata, vert icalaxis - F(R) - left  Stearns's function (equation 3)- r ight Friele's function (equation 4)

and have found the best fit to Stearns equation with M =

0.25 for acrylics.
An other empirical equation F(R) in exponential form

was proposed by Friele (the symbols have the same
meaning as above). F(R) takes the form:

( -(1-R), )'
f (R )  = le  2R  

|  (4 )
t ,

where s is Friele's parameter
The Friele's equation generally provides good results, but

its accuracy decreases if an important amount of a very light
color or a fluoroscent color is introduced in the blend.

Each f ibre type is assigned a value of the Friele's
parameter o, e.g. wool (circular shape) 0.30, viscose
(circular) 0.28, cotton (bean) 0,245, PAN (variable) 0.11,
PA6 (tr i lobal) 0.25, PET (variable) 0.094.

2.  EXPERIMENTAL

Fibers used for this study were mass pigmented and
colorless cellulose viscose (or polyester) staple fibers.
All fibers were matted. The cross-section of all viscose
fibers was identical, i.e, lobate - as it is typical for vis-
cose fibers. For the polyester the cross-section is cir-
cular. lt was prepared 11 blends (from each variant),
which differ after 10 or 5 % of color-component.

The blending was carried out by the three times re-
peated carding on the laboratory cylinder carding ma-
chine BEFEMA (180 rpm).  l t  was ver i f ied the b lend-
homogeneity is maximal and the visual and objective
chromacity-impression does not further changes. The
check-product ion on the Shi r ley Min iature Spinning
Plant (Sago Nowel, 890 rpm) gave the same results.
The samples after carding were mechanical fixed by the
bonding technology - known by the nonwoven produc-
tion and pressed 30 sec. at 150 "C. The reflectance
spectral curves of primary enlors were measured on the
spectrophotometer DATACOLOR (type 3890, mea-
sured area 18, screen 18, with lustre, UV 100 %). Each
sample was measured in four places - the differences
were negligible.
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3"  RESULTS

Comparat ion of  Stearns 's  and Fr ie le 's  model

Comparation of Stearns's and Friele's model was
made on the viscose-viscose blends; color component:
red, viscose fibers, typical cross-section, duil, fineness
1.4 dtex; colorless component: colorless, typical cross-
section, dul l ,  f ineness 1.4 dtex

For calculation of Staerns's and Friele's parameters
were used experimental remission data of red-colorless
blend measured at 540 nm. Calculated parameters
were applied to al l  other l ights.

400 500 600 nm 700

Conparaion of nrcdels in Rvalues

Ro,,

0 ,6

0,4

0,2

0
400 nm 700

Fig.3 Compilat ion of predicted ref lectance (R) and Kubelka-Munk
(K/S)  funct ion wi th  exper iments .  Tested b lend was con-
structed f rom 40% of red color part ('100%") and 60% o{ col-
orless part ("0%")

Conparation of rnrdels in l(S values
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From Sterns's and Friele's equations is easy to trans-
form the nonlinear function to l inear (f ig. 2).

The computed and experimental obtained values are
demonstrated in figure 3.

Both tested models (Stearns's and Friele's) are useful
for prediction of optical reflectance of fiber blends. For
observed system Stearns's parameter was 0.10 and
Friele's parameter 0. 1 45.

Inf luence of  f ineness of  co lor less component
on color  of  melange

ln al l  avai lable l i terature resources we can f ind an
evaluation of melange, which contains colored and col-
orless components of the same fineness and the same
shape of f ibers. E.g. colorless component is wool and
colored component is the same, but dyed, wool.

ln this study color of melanges is evaluated in the
case that the same colored component is blended with
the colorless components of different finenesses.

The colored component was in al l  cases viscose,
which was mass dyed. The colorless component was
polyester fiber with circular cross-section and with dif-
ferent f inenesses (1 .3-12 dtex). The results can be
seen in the Fig. 4.

+ 1 , 3
- - r -  1 , 7

. . . x - - . 3 , 6
--x- 4,4
-+- 6,7
-r- 12

i:::i::,::r::

;ii!..:;:

0 , 8 y 1

Fig. 4 Color of melanges with different finesses of colorless fibers.
R - reflectance, y - mass ratio of colored fibers in the blend;
color component: red, viscose fibers, typical cross-section,
dul l ,  f ineness 1,7 dtex; colorless component: PET, colorless,
dul l ,  f ineness 1,3 dtex, circular cross-section

Fig. 5 Dependence of Friele's a Stearns's parameter on the finesses
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By analysis of the dependences of the reflectance on
the mass ratio of colored fibers we can calculate Friele's
and Stearn's parameters for dif ferent f ineness of the
colorless components in the blend with viscose f ibers
(1.4 dtex). The calculated results are in the f igure 5.

The dependences in the f igure 5 can be used for pre-
diction of color of melange with a polyester component
in wide range of f ineness.

A new expression of  melange content  which
el iminate the in f luence of  f ineness of  the com-
ponents

The only experimental determination of the Stearns's
and Friele's parameters on the fineness of the m6lange
is not enough for the solving of practical problems for
melange design.

In this study a new expression of melange content is
designed and i t  depends on these assumptions:

The color of melange wil l  depend on the probabil i ty
how light waves enter the fibres component of m6lange.
We can suppose that this probabil i ty direct ly depends
on (rather then the weight ratio of fibers y) "a surface"
ratio of fibers w. lt means how much of the whole sur-
face of  the text i le  go to the fo l low component  of
m6lange.

For uncircular f ibers (e.9. viscose) f ibers is possible
to use for the calculation a surface of a circular fiber of
an equivalent f ineness.

For a calculation of "a surface" ratio w of the colored
component is possible to use a classical weight ratio y
of the colored component:

YPzRz
ypzRz + (1- y)ptRt

where R - f iber  radius,  p - f iber  densi ty
lf the density of both fiber components is the same, it

is possible to use a simple dependence:

W _ YRz
yRz+( t -y )nr ( 6 )

Stearns's paranetr

M 0

-0,02

-0,04

-0,06

-0,08

-0,1

-0,12

( 5 )

0,8
R

0,7

0,6

A E

0,4

U , J

0,2

0 ,1

0

0,4

0,5

0,3

s
0,6

0,2

0 ,1

1 51 0

of non-colored component in the mixture with red viscose fiber (1.4 dtex)

Friele's paranetr
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Fig.7 Color of melanges with different finesses of colorless f ibers.
R - reflectance, w - surface ratio of colored fibers in the blend;
color component: red, viscose f ibers, typical cross-section,
dul l ,  f ineness 1,7 dtex; colorless component: PET, colorless,
dul l ,  f ineness 1,3 dtex, circular cross-section

The dependence of the surface ratio on the weight
rat io of one component is the f igure 6.

A novel expression of melange content (i.e. surface
ratio of fibers) was used for the data in the figure4, The
results are in the f igure 7.

Fig. 6 Dependence of sudace ratio w of PET fibers
(different fineness) on the weight ratio y in the
blend with viscose fibers with fineness 1.4dtex

All the experimental data are placed one curve - that
means, we succeeded in elimination of the influence of
the colorless components fineness.

We do expect that all the other melanges will have
similar dependences. So the surface f iber rat io in me-
lange causes easier color prediction in melange from
fibers of all fineness.
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NOVA METODA PREDIKCE BAREVNOSTI TEXTILN1
MELAruZC

Translation of Abstract
A novel  method of  text i le  melange color  predic t ion

Klasickd Kubelka-Munkova funkce nem0Ze byit pouZita k predikci barevnosti melanZi. Pro predikci barevnosti
se v tomto pifpade pouZfvd tzv. aditivnich funkci. Nejcasteji pouZfvan6 jsou Frieleho a Stearnsova, kter6 jsou v
t6to prdci apl ikovany na smds viskoza/viskoza a polyester/viskoza. Oba modely jsou pouZiteln6 pro popis
barevnosti testovanfch vzork0.
Na sm6si viskoza/polyester byl studov6n vl iv jemnosti  nebarevne polyesterov6 komponenty na hodnotu
Stearnsova a Frieleho parametru.
V pr6ci je navrZena pOvodni metoda el iminace zm6n jemnosti  komponent melan2e - vyjadiovdnf sloZeni
melanZe v tzv. povrchovfch podilech.
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MASS IRREGULARITY CHANGES IN SPINNING
TECHNOLOGY

Ursfny P.

Technical University of Liberec, Dept. of Mechanical Technologies, Liberec, Czech Republic

The author descr ibe the theory of  mass i r regular i ty changes in the spinning technology. Re-
sul t ing mass i r regular i ty of  yarn depends on the several  technological  stages, but main inf luence
has the f in i te technological  stage -  spinning machine.

In the paper is introduced analysis of  mass i r regular i ty changes in the r ing spinning machine
and in the OE - rotor spinning machine

1 .  INTRODUCTION

In the spinning technology occurs mass irregulari ty
change in  consequence wi th severa l  technologica l
stages applications. For example the preparation of the
supply sl iver for OE - rotor spinning machines is done
at present in a normal way marked by gradual process-
ing of cotton type fibrous raw material in a cotton blow
room with continuously arranged system of carding
machines. The carded sliver is drawn an doubled in two
drafting passages resulting in a sliver suitable for futher
processing on OE - rotor spinning machines.

In order to reach the required quality of the rotor spun
yarn and to provide for successful course of the spin-
ning process in the rotor spinning unit, cefiain demands
are made on the quality of the supply sliver that must
be reliably ensured by the corresponding technological
process.

The said production process, hitherto used, creates
good technological conditions providing the correspond-
ing quali ty.

Result ing mass irregulari ty of yarn depends on the
several technological stages, but main influence has the
finite technological stage - spinning machine. Analysis
of mass irregularity change we achieve not only in the
OE - rotor spinning machine but also in the r ing spin-
n ing machine.

2.  THEORETICAL BASIS OF MASS
IRREGULARITY CHANGES IN  THE SPINNING

TECHNOLOGY

Analysis of the change in mass irregulari ty is per-
formed on the basis of the laws of variation phenomena
in random processes. The overall variation in the mass
of short lengths of the intermediate product and the end
product in yarn manufacture can be regarded as the
sum of the variations of the individual components of the
mass irregulari ty. The individual components of the
mass irregularity are independent of each other. Their
equation is:
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k

d '  :Zd l  (1)

where: t2 - the totuf uuriut ion of the mass of short
lengths of the sliver, roving of yarn; ai- the variation of
a component i of the mass of short lengths of the sliver,
roving or yarn; k - the number of components of mass
irregularity.

Applying (1) to the USTER parameter produces the
fol lowing equation (2):

cvz =irr, ' (z)
i = 1

CV is the total square irregulari ty, and CVr component i
of the square irregulari ty.

The fol lowing CV; components are also considered
12,31:
CV,- square threshold irregulari ty QVr: CVti,)  deter-

mined by the random dis t r ibut ion of  the f ibre
numbers in the sl iver or yarn cross - sections.

CV, - systematic square mass irregularity due to the
incomplete nature of the individual stages of pro-
cessing before the processing stage under con-
s iderat ion,  i .e .  before sp inning (CVz:  C%)

CV, - addit ional square mass irregulari ty due to the
processing stage under consideration, e.g. spin-
n ing (CV2= CVr)

CVo - systematic square mass irregularity which occurs
in immeasurable short lengths in draft ing (CVa=
CVus)

3 .  MASS IRREGULARITY CHANGE IN  THE RING
SPINNING MACHINE

When the analytical considerations mentioned above
are applied to conventional cotton spinning systems,
equations (3) and (4) are derived. ln conventional spin-
n ing,  drawframe s l iver  is  the feed mater ia l  for  the
speedframe. On the basis of these feed materials the
mass irregularity of the yarn is as follows:
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For the roving stage the square irregularity of the rov-
ing is obtained from equation (3):

cvvc = (3)

CV',n... - square threshold irregularity of the feed sliver
(a drawframe sliver); CVs o - systematic square irregu-
larity of the feed sliver; CVpl - additional square irregu-
larity due to the drawing process on the speedframe (Pr
draft applied by the drafting system); CVus, - resulting
systematic square mass irregularity occuring in immea-
surable short lenghts at draft P.,.

The square mass irregularity of the yarn is given by
equation (4):

cvc = gt

cvc = (5)

^,lcv,l^ oe,P2 , cvcp =

CVu", + CVf,s2

In addition there are the following mass irregularity
components:
CVpz - additional square mass irregularity due to the
drafting process on the ring spinning frame (P2 draft).
CVrsz- resultant systematic square mass irregularity
occurring on immeasurable short lenghts at draft P2.

It results from equation (5) that the square mass ir-
regular i ty  of  the yarn is  determined by the square
threshold irregularity CVri^z and the systematic square
irregulari ty CVsz, in which CV52 is:

cvs2 =

4.  MASS IRREGULARITY CHANGE IN THE OE -
ROTOR SPINNING SYSTEM

The mass irregulari ty is ensured in the rotor spinning
unit by means of the system of cyclic doubling that takes
place in spinning rotor. By previous studies, the said
system had been analysed by approaching this system
as a dynamic one, characterized by a module of trans-
fer  funct ion and the determinat ion of  the marginal
wavelenghts of the harmonic components of the mass
irregularity is an important conclusion for the given set
of problems.

To get an idea about the particular marginal wave-
lenghts we show the results of their calculations for the
supply sl iver (Iable 1).

It results from sufficient range of yarn fineness and
diameters of collecting surface shown in the Table 1 that
the equalizing system of the cycl ic doubling is able to
damp down the harmonic components of  the mass
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Tabfe 1  MARGINAL WAVELENGTHS )"1 ,  )2  OF THE SLIVER
MASS IRREGULARITY, To = 3 540 tex

d3

lmml
u Ta= 25 tex To= 29,5 tex To= 35,5 tex

[mm] P.= 141 ,6  P"=120 P.=99,7

67

54

43

32

210,5 ) , ,  = 1,9
) '2 = 5,9

1 6 9 , 6  1  , 5
4,8

1 3 5 , 1  1  , 2
3 ,8

100 ,5  0 ,9
2 ,9

2 ,2
7 ,0
1 , 8
5 ,7
1 , 4
4,5
1 , 0
3 ,3

2,6
8 ,4
2 1
6 ,8
1 , 7
5,4
1 , 3
3,0

In which

CVi^,2 =

CV6ys =

To - sl iver f ineness, To - yarn f ineness, d. - diameter of the
col lect ing surface of the rotot, )",  [mm] - marginal wavelenght
of the sl iver ,defining the l imits of the interval with high
equalizing effect, u - circumference of the col lect ing surface
defining the l imits of the interval with high equalizing effect

[mm], 2, - marginal wavelenght of the sl iver mass irregulari ty
definig the lower l imit of the interval,  as a matter of fact,
without any equalizing effect [mm]

irregularity with very short wavelenght (max. value=
8,4mm).

It is evident that the supplied sliver must have high
mass irregularity even in short terms. Low CV is re-
quired ( the length of  the measured segment on the
Tester Uster L = 10 mm) and of course on longer terms
even a low CV(L = 1 m) is consequently required.

Further analysis bears on CV [%] i.e, square mass ir-
regularity on the short sections.

Structure of the mass irregularity in the OE - rotor
spinning system results from next relations.

Fiber ribbon:

cv; = cVl^p + cv!, (6)

CVo - square mass irregularity of resulting OE yarn (if
need be fiber ribbon on the collection surface),

CVrirr- square threshold irregularity of OE - yarn
CV\, - systematic square irregularity of OE - rotor yarn

CVsz = CV?^t + CVs23 Q)

CYs% = CVs2o + CVfiss + CVy!'e3 (8)

CV, - square irregularity of fibre flow on the coilect-
ing surface

CV,,rt - square threshold irregularity of fiber flow
CVr. - systematic square irregularity of fiber flow
CVso - systematis square irregularity of supplied sliver
CVrot - additional square irregularity induced in the

opening process
CVrsor- systematic square irregularity induced trough

draft in the opening proces
CVo - square irregularity of supplied sliver
CV,,^e - sQU?re threshold irregularity of supplied sliver
Po, - draft of the opening system.

CVE1 + CVp2

CVE7+CVf iys+CVfe

cv& - cv,?^o + cvs2s (9)



We convert the equations (6) * (9) with use of tech-
nological patterns of doubling and drawing influence.

CV32 =CV,1o.Po. +CV$ss +CVvzsss+CVvtos +CVt2o 1t 0;

cv| = cv?^p +cY3.

cv& -- cvit,o + cv$ (12)

Machine square irregulari tY CVos:

cv&, = (ru| + cvf^p) - ("u; + cV?^o) fr sl
^ r:vp%s tcv\ftr, _ cyr% ry:l (4)C V & E = Y  

N  v v  N

N - number of cycl ic doubling
Below we explain stil lthe influece of OE yarn fineness

on the internal level of opening system draft and num-
ber of cycl ic doubling.l t  fol lows too certein l imitat ion of
higher OE yarn f ineness.

Total draft of OE rotor spinning system P" :

p" _ por*,t

Por- draft of the opening system, N - number of cyclic
doubling, 17 - take-up coefficient (linear contraction of
ribbon in consequence of twist).

Draft of the opening system

n PcN
-ot = 

,7

Number of  cycl ic doubl ing

N : ttdsZrl (7)

d3- diameter of the collecting surface [m], Z - machine
twist [m-t].

After substi tut ion in the equation(16) we obtain

Pos = lrDsz (18)
I

fo- fineness of the sliver supplied [tex], f -fineness of
the resulting OE - yarn [tex].

By using of the relation for OE - yarn twist as a fine-
ness function with constant twist coefficient we obtain
the relations for draft of the opening system Po, and
number of cycl ic doubling in the next form.

P o g =  f o + ,  K = r d . a m . 1 Q Q  ( 1 9 )
"  T t ' o  

'

where am - twist coefficient.

N:g (20)
T t t o

The changes of draft Pot and number N as a functioon
of OE - yarn fineness f(derivation of a function P6 and
N by course of fineness f as a function of OE - yarn
fineness I) are:
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p(T) - draft change of opening system of relation to unit
change of OE - yarn fineness as a function of OE - yarn
fineness, n(n - number change of cycl ic doubling in
relation to unit change of OE - yarn fineness as a func-
tion of OE - yarn fineness, K1 = (-5/3)K, K2: FZl3)Krt.

Ratio R(T):

,g(r) = ry (23)
n[)

Increase in ratio R(T) corresponds with increase of
mass irregulari ty. ln the area of higher

fineness of OE - yarns (T : 14,5 + 20 tex) are very
high value of ratio R(f ffable 2).

For this instance we need a higher quality of supplied
sl iver.

Table 2 Ratio R(T) of draft change of opening system and number
change of cycl ic doubling system

TItex]
R(T)

T o = 3 1 2 5 t e x To = 3570 tex

411,2
373,8
328,9
2e: '7

a' , r ,0
293,5
276,3
264,6

T[tex] - f ineness of OE - yarn, To[tex] - f ineness of supplied
s l iver

5 .  CONCLUSION

Structure of the mass irregularity of fibre product con-
ta ins par t icu lar  components.This  is  the quest ion of
threshold square irregularity determined by the random
distr ibution of the f ibre numbers in the sl iver, roving or
yarns cross - section, systematic square mass irregu-
lar i ty  due to the incomplete nature of  the ind iv idual
stages of processing before the processing stage un-
der consideration, i.e. before spinning, additional square
mass irregulari ty due to the processing stage under
consideration, e.g. spinning, systematic square mass
irregularity which occurs in immeasurable short lenghts
in drafting. For a consideration of changes of separate
components we determine of mass irregularity change
in r ing - and OE - rotor spinning system and from this
imply requirement on the supplied f ibre product (sl iver
or roving).
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P(f) : X,ro#
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ZMENY HMOTNE NESTEJNOMenTOSTI V PRADELNIcKE
TECHNOLOGII

Translation of Abstract:
Mass i r regular i ty  changes in  sp inning technology

Autor popisuje teorii zm6n hmotn6 nestejnomdrnosti v piadelnick6 technologii. Vfsledna hmotnd nestejno-
mdrnost piize zdvisl na jednotlivfch technologickyich stupnlch, ale hlavnivliv md konecnyi technologickf stupei -
dopiddaci stroj. V 6l6nku je uveden a analyzazmdn hmotn6 nestejnomdrnosti u prstencov6ho dopiddacfho stroje
a u rotorov6ho dopiddaciho stroje.
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The INFLUENCE OF THE BACK-REST'S BEHAVIOUR ON
THE WEAWING PROCESS

Tumajer P.

Technical University of Liberec, The Textile Faculty, Department of Mechanic Technology in Textiles, Hdlkova 6,
461 17 Liberec, Czech Republic

e-m ail : petr.tu majer @ vsl ib.cz

This contr ibut ion deals wi th exper imental  measurements of  the behaviour of  the weaving ma-
chine's back-rest and acquaints with the method of the analysis of the effect of this behaviour on
the fabr ic forming. The exper imental  measurements are real ised in Weaving laboratory of  Tech-
nical  Universi ty of  L iberec on the Air- jet  weaving machine. Addi t ional  parts of  th is contr ibut ion
descr ibe the weaving machine, the used measur ing devices and the processing of  measured
values. The measured values are represented graphical ly.

1 .  INTRODUCTION

The back rest on a weaving loom has two main func-
tions. The back-rest roller conducts the warp into the
weaving-plane and creates the let of motion's sensor of
the force in the warp. Mounting the back-rest roller on
sprung two-armed levers provides the sensing of ten-
sion force in the warp. The back-rest roller's position
changes with the change of the force in the warp. The
change of the back-rest roller's position influences the
force in the warp's thread in the feedback. The open-
ing of shed, the beat-up process and the change of the
back-rest roller position have the influence on the total
force in  the warp dur ing the weaving cyc le,  The
behaviour of the beck-rest has the negative effect or the
positive effect on this force and on the fabric forming.

This contribution deals with experimental measure-
ments of the behaviour of the weaving machine's back-
rest and acquaints with the method of the analysis of the
effect of this behaviour on the fabric forming. The ex-
perimental measurements are realised in weaving labo-
ratory of Technical University of Liberec on the Air-jet
weaving machine. Additional parts of this contribution
describe the weaving machine, the used measuring
devices and the processing of measured values. The
measured values are represented graphically.

2 THE WEAVING MACHINE AND THE
MEASURING DEVICES

The measurements realised on the Air-jet weaving
machine PN-170 FB M2 (see. Fig. 1), with this text i le
material:

- warpr 25 tex, 730 2,6233 polyester/cotton,
- weft: 1 8 tex, 600 Z, polyester,
- warp density: 30 threads/1cm,
- weft density: 23 threads/1cm,
- weave: l inen.
We used these devices for the measurements:
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1) inductive sensors for the measurement of the back-
rest position (see Fig 2) and for the measurement
of the harness (see Fig 3),

2) force sensors for the measurement of the force in
the warp's thread in front of the back- rest (see Fig.
4) and at the back of the back-rest (see. Fig. 5),

3) optoelectronic sensor of the extreme forward po-
sit ion of the reed (see. Fig. 6),

4) data logger (see Fig. 7)
The graphs on the Figure 8 show the dependencies

of the measured values on the time during two weav-
ing cycles. The signal of the optoelectronic sensor of the
extreme forward position of the reed is displayed in the
top part of the every graph.

The third graph on the Figure 8 shows the distance
of the point "A" of the back-rest lever S". This point "A"
is the point, in which the core of the inductive sensor is
screw-bolted on the back-rest lever (see Fig. 9).

Further, we will compute the distance of the back-rest
rol ler S: S = (RzlR1)S". These values are represented
graphical ly on Figure 10 and Figure 1 '1 .  The Figure 10
shows the graph of the dependence of the distance of
the back-rest rol ler S on the t ime and the graph of the
distance of the reed Sr on the time. The distance of the

Fig. 1 The weaving machine, revolut ions 391 rpm
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reed is determined by using the cinematic model of the
beat-up mechanism of the weaving machine PN-170 FB
M2. The Figure 11 shows the graph of the dependence
of the distance of the back-rest roller S on the time and
the graph of the distance of the harness Sn on the time.
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\i,,.,"*.* behaviour for the positive interference on the beat-up
process and for the compensation of the force in the
warp during the opening of the shed.

The positive interference on the beat-up process: lf
the back-rest roller moves up during the movement of
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the reed to the front position, the force in the warp in-
creases, and the fabric shifts counter to the reed dur-
ing the beat-up process. This behaviour has the posi-
tive interference on the weft sliding in to the fabric.

The compensation of the force in the warp during the
opening of the shed: The opening of the shed increases
the force in the warp. lf the back-rest roller moves down
during the movement of the harness to the top position,
the total force is decreased.

The graphs on the Figure 10 show the mutual cou-
pling of the distance of the beck'rest roller and the dis-
tance of the reed: On that case. the beck-rest roller

moves up during the movement of the reed to the front
position and this behaviour has the positive interference
on the beat-up process. The graphs on the Figure 11
show the mutual coupling of the distance of the back-
rest roller and the distance of the harness: On that case,
the back-rest roller moves down during the movement
of the harness to the position and this behaviour has the
positive interference on the total force in the warp, too.

This contribution is the part of the project of Grant Agency of the
Czech republic with name: "Analysis of possibilities to increase lhe
weft density of the fabrics, which are made on the high-speed
weaving loom" (recording number: 101/00Dl09).

VLIV CHOVAI'II OSTOVNI SVORKY NA TKACI PROCES

Translation of Abstract:
The influence of the back-rest's behaviour on the weawing process

etanef se zablvd experimentdlnim m6ienim chovdniosnovnisv0rky tkacfho stroje a seznamuje se zp0sobem
analyzy vlivu tohoto chovdni na formovdnitkaniny. Experimentdln[ mdieni bylo realizovdno v Tkalcovsk6 laboratoii
Technick6 Univerzity Liberec na pneumatick6m tkacim stroji. Jednotliv6 casti cldnku popisujitkaclstroj, pouZit6
m6ifci zai[zeni a zp0sob zpracovdninamEien;ich hodnot. Nam6ien6 hodnoty jsou prezentovdny grafickou formou.
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SURFACE QUALITY CONTROL BASED ON IMAGE
PROCESSING METHODS

Chrpovd E.

Department of ,,Mechanical Technologies" at the Technical University of Liberec

The surface quality is described by the surface defects. On line testing of the surface defects is
done at the factories by the visual testing performed by workers. This way of testing is l iable for
mistakes produced by human errors and subjectivity. The objective controll ing provided by the
automatic process gives commercial and safety benefits to the industry. Visual quality testing
done by computer v is ion provides inspect ion wi th lower cost .  The image processing methods are
developed for th is purpose.

1. INTRODUCTION

Our research work has focused on the development
and application of computer image analysis of dynamic
processes. The goal is to affect the quality of the prod-
ucts.

The work was intended to develop a suitable software
toolbox, the whole of hardware equipment, measure-
ments and analysis of measurements of production pro-
cesses of weaving, carding, paper production process
and others.

For monitoring and obtaining parameters of analysis,
we use three software tools that were developed in
house named "Noviscam technique" - fractals, CIE
colour space, and statistic measures. There are two
distinct requirements for the algorithms. Firstly, they
must be flexible enough to enable the best parameters
for analysis to be selected and compared with others
methods. Secondly, they must be fast enough for on-
l ine controll ing. Data can be analysed using various
methods. The investigation considered new approach
using fractal analysis 11,2,31 in comparison with con-
ventional statistical method.

For the analysis a data record from CCD camera was
used. Shots were downloaded to a computer as a data
record and analysed. lmages in a digital form are rep-
resented as matrix with values of pixels and the images

windows are designed. Average values of pixels in the
windows are read. The values are saved, and create
time series. These time series are analysed by fractal
analysis, CIE colour space and statistical analysis [5].

Our investigation confirmed that many production pro-
cesses could use the same principles of analysis in its
processes, Our research has shown the possibilities of
application of three software tools in various textile pro-
cesses. Our activity in this problem was suppor.ted by
the pro ject  EU lnco-Copernicus -  Noviscam, Erb ic
15CT960700 [4, 5].

2 .  NOVISCAM TECHNIQUE

The entire principle for the monitoring process, the
generation of the time series, the estimation of a fractal
dimension of the series and for analysis of the fractal
dimension we can names as: "NOVISCAM Technique".
The technique can be divided into "hardware" and "soft-
ware" solution.

2.1 Hardware

The technology of the production process is scanned
with a high-speed CCD camera, digital CCD camcoder
or CCD video camera. Shots are transmitted to a com-
puter as a data record. Results of the analysis are trans-
mitted to a Control Electronic Unit (CEU).

System configuration (Fig. 1 ):
1. 3-CCD colour video camera JVC KY-FSSBE with

variable focal lens,
2. Digital Video Cassette Recorder DSR-20P.
3. Lightening.
4. Video and graphic system - dpsReality.
5, Monitor.
The heart of the system is the dpsReality card. The

dpsReality card provides the means for capturing im-
ages in real t ime. The dpsReali ty wi l l  work with any
application that can read or write to any of the file for-
mats supported by Virtual Tape File System, including
SGl ,  BMP,  P lC ,  T lF ,  lFF ,  VPB,  RAS and  RLA,  The
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Fig. 1 Modular system "Noviscam" configuration.
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dpsReality is simple interface with a trim table, timeline
and preview windows designed with the compositor in
mind.

The card is  on-board SCSI contro l ler ,  des igned
to control Ultra Wide SCSI drives means that does not
rely on the computer's bus to transfer video to disk. The
video data is captured and stored in a 32-bit  4:2:2:4
MJPEG or uncompressed YUV format. The dpsReality
card has a single input/output cable, which carries aux-
i l iary, balanced and unbalanced audio, component,
composite and S-Video signals in both inputs and out-
puts, lt provides analogue signal processing and char-
acter generator su pport.

2.2 Diagnostic al gorith m

The image processing algori thm is real ized using
Matlab package and image processing toolbox.

The computer shows the data record as single im-
ages. The images in digital form are represented as
matrices with values of pixels, and windows are created
over the images (Fig. 2). The windows are located in
important posit ions of the production process. This
means that only some parts of the scanned production
process are critical for production process (for quality
of process and obtaining a required product). Average
values of pixels in the windows are read from the im-
ages. The values are saved, and these create a time
series in t ime (signals). The fractal dimension from the
time series can be estimated, for example, by using
R/S analysis.

The "iso-gray set" can be generated by setting a suit-
able brightness threshold and making the time at which

the brightness of the set average crosses this thresh-
old. The fractal dimension of the points set, so gener-
ated, can be estimated using the Box Procedure or
another procedure. lt appears that this fractal dimension
from "iso-gray set" is more sensitive to change than the
fractal dimension from the whole time series [4,5].

2.2.1 Rescaled Range Analysis
The Rescaled Range Analysis (R/S) represents the

method for estimating fractal dimension [2] of nature
self-affined fractals and uses the statistical tools. The
Hurst exponent H is computed in the analysis. The
fractal dimension of the time series (signal) can then be
calculated from the relationship between the Hurst ex-
ponent H and the fractal dimension:

D n s  =  2 - H  ( 1 )

Where D*s denotes the fractal dimension estimated
from the Rescaled Range Analysis. The R/S dimension
has a value form 1 up to 2, and the Hurst exponent has
a value from 0 up to 1. Fig. 3 shows two different time
series (for better demonstrat ion of the same data
record, but different position of the windows). The fractal
dimension (Hurst exponent) depends on the character
of the t ime series. The rough t ime series has a higher
fractal dimensiofl Dns :1.70 (lesser Hurst exponent H :
0.30), and smoother time series have lesser fractal di-
mensions Dns = 1.5a ft igher Hurst exponent H : 1.48).

2.2.2 "|so-gray Set" and Box Dimension
As in Fig.2 we can elaborate the "iso-gray set" from

the time series and estimate a fractal dimension of this
set. The "iso-gray set" is generated by setting suitable

Single images
with windows

R/S Dimension

Box Dimension

Fig. 2 Elaboration of time series from single ,r*", *O estimations of the fractal dimension - "softvvare"
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Brightness (Y)

Measured data:
CIE XYZ
X
Y
Z

CIE xyY
x
v
Y

CIE Lab
L *
Q *

b,E

Fig. 5 Monitoring and data analysis by video colorimeter

brightness thresholds and using the t ime at which the
brightness of the pixels average crosses these thresh-
o lds (F ig.  4) ,14,51.  The set  conta ins zeros and ones,
in which the ones represent the crosses.

The fractal dimension of the " iso-gray set" can be
estimated by using the Box Counting Procedure or an-
other procedure. The principle of the box dimension
computing is in Fig. 4. Starting from box size t. (sam-
pl ing t ime interval),  the number of boxes that contain a
crossing is recorded. The box size is then increased by
factor b (increasing factor or box division factor) and the
procedure continues unti l  the entire t ime series is con-
tained in one single box. This is i l lustrated for b = 2in
the  F ig .4 .

The box-plot is then log2 of the number of boxes that
conta in a cross ing against  the - log,  [4 ,5]  o f  the
normalised box size (box size divided by sampling time
interval tr).

2.2.3 Analysis by video colorimeter
Video colorimeter expresses the colour of the mea-

sured flat object (Fig 5). The image of an original pic-
ture is mostly projected through a set of appropriate
optical filters and separated to three components of in-
direct trichromatic reproduction - red, green and blue
(RGB). The optical signal generates electrical charge,
large proport ional i ty to the l ight f low, in 2D matrix of
sensors of video camera, every element of CCD field
behaving as a micro-photometer. The charge is shifted

Vl{kna a textil 10 (2) 70-74 (2003)

in rows and is sequentially read out and transformed by
matrixes from RGB representation to YUV-video de-
vices native colour space. The video signal from cam-
era is  fed to an analogue- to-d ig i ta l  conver ter .  The
digitised representation, also known as Y Cb Cr accord-
ing  to  ITU R.601 ,  i s  s to red  in  a  f rame bu f fe r  and
analysed by software in real time. lt is conveyed to the
production process control system via TCP/lP network
then.

The averaged values of Y,Cb,Cr components are
transformed to CIE 1931 trichromatic components XYZ,
xyY components, as well as to CIE 1976 Lab compo-
nents. The lab colour model has been chosen as an
optimum in the given application.

Video colorimeter expresses the colour of measured
flat object on-line. This is the way, how to compare one
colour to the next one with accuracy. This analysis iden-
tifies the colour explicitly. That is, it differentiates the
colour from al l  others and assigns i t  a numeric value.
This analysis enable to compare data obtained from the
most commonly used spectrophotometers.

3.  APPLICATION OF NOVISCAM TECHNIQUE IN
TEXTILE INDUSTRY

The application of the "Noviscam Technique" may be
used in the entire textile production processes involve
typical irregularities - irregularities of the fibre in the fi-
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bre web, filaments or yarns in the webs or yarns in wo-
ven or knitted fabrics, etc. The improved process and
product quality contributes to the increased profitability
and customer satisfaction. In textile production exists a
significant demand on objective, reliable, time and cost
effective evaluation of production processes and their
outcomes.

The first experience with "Noviscam Technique" in
textile production was obtained in a wet-laying web pro-
duction. We also tried to use this technique in the web
forming processes on the carding machine and in weav-
ing process. The last experience was gained in weav-
ing process.  The measurements were made on
multiphase weaving machine M 8 300. The measure-
ments were conducted at an inspection frame and a
weaving machine. lmage data record is currently being
analysed. For the scanning we used a high-speed cam-
era, digital camcorder and video colorimeter.

For the analysis of structures and the surface of the
textile materialwe used fractal analysis, statistic analy-
sis and imaging photometry. The segmentation of the
scanned surface into pixels and its description with a
map of microphotometrical values creates appropriate
conditions for the application of means and procedures
of more complex and sophisticated evaluation methods
such as image analysis, frequency analysis of signals,
multidimensional statistical analysis, etc.

4.  CONCLUSIONS

The method of visualisation is currently performed by
the maximizing of accuracy, hence a greater accuracy
than human inspectors may have. The fractal analysis
allows "On-line" evaluation with immediate feedback to
the process. The fractal dimension is changed accord-
ing to changes in a scanned production process. The
changes are observed between a process conducive to
a good-quality product and a process conducive to a
poor-quality product. The fractal dimension is suitable
for investigation and is used for a process production
control.

Results from the carding process, the paper produc-
tion process and weaving process, show the possibil-

ity of using of statistical method applied brightness and
colour signals from the video camera. It seams that the
use of statistical methods provides an alternative to
fractal analysis.

Our investigations open the way for process control,
which wil l  reduce the number of defects and wil l  result
in high quali ty of the product.

I can confirm that the "Noviscam Technique" can be
used in the textile industry. The possibilities of this tech-
nique in the textile industry are stil l being tested and
compared with other methods.

I can state that the fractal dimension is a powerful tool
and can be successfully used in chaotic and fast pro-
duction process.
1. System for monitoring random production processes

has been developed.
2. The system is based on video image and suitable

signal processing.
3. The system has been applied to textile production

processes.
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KONTROLA KVALITY POVRCHU ZALOZENA NA
METODACH ZPRACOVAN1 OENNZU

Translation of Abstract:
Surface quality control based on image processing methods

Kontrola vzhledu spodfvd v popisu vad povrchu. V pr0mysloWch podnicich se hodnoceni povrchonich vad
provddi na prohllZecfch strojfch kontrolory. Tento zp0sob hodnocenije ovlivndn chybami zp0sobenfmi lidskfm
faktorem a subjektivitou hodnotitele. Objektivnikontrola kvality zajiStdnd automatic$im postupem, kde hodnotitel
je nahrazen metodou zpracovdniobrazu po6ftadem, je ekonomicky nendrocn6 a 0celnd metoda kontroly. V tomto
smyslu byl vyvinut moduldrnisyst6m vdetn6 metod zpracovdniobrazu.
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BENDING RIGIDITY OF TEXTILES

Fridrichovd L.

Department of Textile Materials , Technical University of Liberec, Hdlkova 6, 460 17 LIBEREC, Czech Republic

This paper presents a s imple numerical  method to predict ing large deformat ions of  fabr ics.  The
bending st i f fness is calculat ion f rom exper imental  value of  bending angle A good convergence of
iteration are produced by the software Mathcad PLUS 6.0.

1.  INTRODUCTION

The simple method for measuring the bending r igid-
ity of fabric was proposed by Peirce. Peirce first intro-
duced a linear model of bending behaviour of fabric. The
bending r igidity B of the beam is defined as:

B_ wL3 cos(0.50)
8tan@

This method was developed based on the l inear
model of bending behaviour but most fabric display a
non-linear model of bending behaviour. Several non-lin-
ear bending models have been proposed in the litera-
ture [1, 2].  The mathematics model presented in this
paper is based on the exact geometry non-linear mo-
ment-curvature relation [3]. The next model is designed
for uneven lap and the last model from this group con-
tains viscoelastic propefty. All three models obtained in-
put datafrom experiment. The values of bending stiffness
were measured with the tester FLEXOMETR FF 20.

2.  MATHEMATIC MODEL

A specimen of the fabrics is pushed over the edge in
the point of fixation. Fabrics undergo large deformation
to their own weight. The length of the overhang is from
3 to 9 cm with an increase of 1 cm. The bending curve
from experiment was digitalised by system Lucia M. and
experimental curve was compared with theoretical
curve.

2 .1  MODEL 1

Mo =F.x1  +F 'x ,  +F .x3
M r = F ( * r - x r ) + F ( * r - x r )
M z  = F ( " r - x z )

Xr = Lcosgl , xz = x.' + l.cos(er + qz ),
X3 = X2 +l.cos(<p. '  + ez +eg)

y r  =  l . s inp1 ,y2  =  y r  + l . s in (9 ,  +  ge) ,

Ys = Yz + l.sin(p.' + ez + es )

i

YIpi ,  Xo = 0,  Yo = 0,
j=1

Xi  =  X i_ r  +  I 'COSry ; ,  Y i  =  Y i_ r  +  l .S in r .y ; ,
n n-1

Mo = FI*, ,  Mr = FI(x l*1 -  x i )
t -  I j=1

( 1 )

(2)

(3)

(4)
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e r  = M o  l 2 k , q i  = M i - r  l k , e z  = M r / k ,  g s  = M z l k
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2.2 MODEL 2

2.3 MODEL 3 (Viscoelastic model of text i le
specimen)

Viscoelastic property concentrated inwards of joint.
We suppose,  that  in  the jo in t  takes ef fect  a lso
diskretization tonic loading from own weight about size
f = m.g.s. l  IN]; g indicate gravitat ional accelerat ion.
Mathematical descript ion deduces on a simple model
with three segments. Results can be generalize for diS-
cret ionary i-segment, i  = 1,2..n, of constant length for
chooses numbers of segments.

For the first segment, with joint in fix with double rigid-
ity, hold reaction:

M i  =  k ie i  +  b iQ i  (5 )

rf i  = (Mi - ki ,pi) i  bi  (6)

Vr  =  g r ,  X1  =  l ' cosy1 ,  Y1  =  I ' s in rp l  (7 )

We calculate geometrical parameter of the next seg-
ment always from parameter of previous segment:

v 2  = v r  +  Q z , x 2  =  x 1  +  l .  c o s g 2 ,

Y z =  Y t + l . s i n r y 2
V 3  =  V z +  9 3 ,  X 3  =  X 2  + l ' C O S y 3 ,  ( 8 )

y s =  y z + l . s i n y 3

Flexural moments in individual joint,  they are:

Mr = f(xr + x2 + x3)
M 2  =  f  [ ( * ,  

- x r ) * ] ( * ,  - x r )  ( 9 )

M g = f ( x 3 - x 2 )

Conformable with equation (1) (2) rated angle:

0r  = (Mr -  2kq,) lZb -  (0 .5M1 -  k ,p, ) /b ,

Qz = (Mz _ k ,pz) /b,  (10)
0s = (Ms - k.ps )/ O

From literature we know that Peirce empirical equa-
tion is not so reliable. Values of stiffnes by Peirce are
approximate true if bending angle is around 40". Calcu-
lation by our method is correct in whole range of over-
hang. l t  is confirmation also comparing with method,
which was publication in J. Text. Inst., 1996 [3]; error of
our  model  is  under  2%.

t1l

t2l

t3l

l4l
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OHYB TEXTILI1

Translation of Abstract:
Bending Rig id i ty  of  Text i les

V piednd5ce je prezentovdna jednoduchd matematickd metoda popisujfci ohyb textilie pro velk6 deformace.
Ohybovd tuhost je vypodtenaz rihhi ohybu ziskanfch v experimentu. Vfpocet dle matematick6ho modelu a jeho
porovndnf s experimentem je provedeno softwarem Mathcad PLUS 6.0
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PROJECT ON ASSESSMENT METHODS OF
CONSTRUCTIONAL ALLOWANCES FOR LOOSENESS OF

CLOTHING

Musilovd 8., Kom6rkovd P., K0s Z.

Department of Clothing, Technical University of Liberec, Czech Republic

ln the present study is descr ibed assessment method of  construct ional  a l lowance
for looseness to the hor izontal  d imensions with regards to the looseness of  c lothing and se-
quence of  the c lothing layers.  l t  is  sui table for  the modif icat ion of  entrance parameters for  auto-
mat ic construct ion of  c lothing by the help of  CAD systems. This method is presented for the
upper part  of  the body according to the methodology of  the pattern construct ion JMKO (Unif ied
methodology of  the c lothing construct ion).

INTRODUCTION

The assessment of constructional additions for loose-
ness is primarily the matter of subjective opinion and is
based on ceftain empirical experience. The way how to
change the attitude to the methods of clothing construc-
t ion is to substi tute these empir ical values by those
theoretical based with we can apply in automatic con-
struction by the hetp of CAD systems.

Specific category of allowance for looseness is allow-
ance for the body curve on the bust plane, which have
determinant signification by the set of the latitudinal pro-
portional of cloths.

THEORETICAL CONSIDERATION

System of al lowance

Graphically displayed list of construction line segment
of clothing represents simplified form of the body sur-
face transformed into a sheet. The body surface is
transformed into the pattern design by using the system
of body measurements in individual construction for-
mula as entrance parameters.

The system of the al lowance can be defined as a
complex of influences effective in the shape and dimen-
sions constructed clothing. According to way of their
application by the construction we divide the allowances
as follows:

. Constructional allowances:
allowances on looseness of clothing
allowances on thickness of material layers

. Technological allowances

Designing l ine segments

Distances between individual construction points
corresponding with somatometrie points delimitate de-

signing l ine segments AB, where A and B correspond
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with certain construction points. The dimension of the
designing line segments is the sum of the following com-
ponents:

(Atr) - dimension of the designing l ine segment with-

out allowances - entrance parameter (part of the body
measurement), PV - total value of the looseness allow-
ances, PP - total value of the allowances on the thick-
ness of material layers.

Assessment  of  the d imension of  the designing l ine
segment (without technological allowance):

AB = (na)*  IP

fe=pV+pp
where tP - result ing value of the addit ions PV+PP.

Assessment of the dimension of the designing l ine
segment (whit technological allowance)

AB = (Atr)* Ip.  (1 3)

fn .= fe+PT (1  .4)

where PT - value of technological allowance [2].

EXPERIMENTAL PART

Experimental assessment of the al lowances for
looseness of the clothing

Allowances for looseness of the clothing in the bust
plane are assessed for clothing with skin- t ight si lhou-
ette ladies blouse (unlined clothes) ladies polo coat
( l ined clothes) ladies coat ( l ined clothes) (Fig.1). They
can be assessed in the same way even for the half- skin
tight silhouette and loose silhouette. The difference is
the assessment of the entrance parameter, which de-
termines looseness of the first layer from the body sur-
face and so determines the particular kind of silhouette.

( 1  1 )

( 1  . 2 )
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We must also consider the used clothing material.  l t  is
possible to assess it for all the body measurements of
such a part of body where can presume the circular
section like neck girth, waist gir1h, hip girth etc.

Fig. 1 Drawing of the clothing: ladies blouse, ladies polo coat, ladies
U\JclL

Assumpt ions of  the exper imenta l

For the assessment of the looseness allowances is
came out from the fol lowing assumptions:

1. The humane body can be compared to the geomet-
r ic f igure of the circular section.

2. The entrance parameter is the looseness allow-
ances for the first clothing layer- made subjectively.

3. Between the individual clothing layer is not kept the
constant thickness of the air space.

Fillt' J So- sheet of the body measurement

i Tl] St - sheet of thelirst clothing layer

Fig.2 Drawing of the plane representing the distance of the f irst
clothing layer from the body surface

Princ ip le of  the looseness of  the c loth ing
assessment

Allowances asses sment on looseness for the first
Iayer

The first layer is represented by the blouse. The as-
sessed entrance parameter PV.' which determines the
looseness of the first layer from the body for the body
measurement  bust  g i r th  is  g iven in  tab.1.  When we
know PV, we can reckon the girth and area of the plane
that creates the distance of the clothing from the body.

Or : Oo + PVr [cm]

11 : O1l(2r) [cm]

51 : nr12 [cm']

ASr  :  S , -  So [cmt ]

(1 5)

( 1 . 6 )

(1 .7 )

(1 8)

The surface that makes the space- gap of the cloth-
ing from the body surface i .e. area of the circular r ing
is the decisive value for allowance assessment of the
other layers.

From this value can be assessed the surfaces for the
other two layers making the space - gap from the body.
Between the body surface and the second layer is plane
AS enlarged by AS/2. The gap between the body sur-
face and the third layer makes plane (AS + AS/2) en-
larged by AS/a.

AS/2 and AS/4 are constant quotients. On the basic
of these quotients we can reckon the size of allowances
for the following two layers.

Allowances asses sment on looseness for the
second layer

The second layer of the clothing is represented by the
ladies polo coat. The allowances on looseness PV, be
reckoned on the basis of the quotient AS/2. As we don't
know the girth and area of this layer we start from the
value of the area S, and so we can reckon the area for
the given layer enlarged by ASi2:

oo+Pv1

Block scheme on the reckoning of the allowances

Legend:
Oo- girth gain by measuring (body measurement) [cm]
O, - girth of the first layer of clothing [cm]
O, - girth of the second layer of clothing [cm]
03 - girth of the third layer of clothing [cm]
rs - radius of the body measurement [cm]
r, - radius of the first layer of clothing [cm]
r, - radius of the second layer of clothing [cm]
r. - radius of the third layer of clothing [cm]

VlAkna a textil 10 (2) 78-81 (2003)

So - area of the plane to the body measurement [cm2]
S, - area of the plane of the first layer of clothing [cm2]
S, - area of the plane of the second layer of clothing cm2]
S, - area of the plane of the third layer of clothing [cm2]
PV, - allowance on looseness for the first layer of clothing [cm]
PV, - allowance on looseness for the second layer of clothing [cm]
PVs - allowance on looseness for the third layer of clothing [cm]
AS - allowance between the areas of the planes 51 and So [cm2]
nS/2 and AS/4 - quotient from aS [cm2]
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Sz : Sr + AS/2 [ctt]

than the girt for this layer is:

12 = (S2Jn)o'u [cm]

02 = 2nt2 [cm]

and the resulting allowances on looseness for the par-
ticular body measurement for the second layer is deter-
mined by formula:

PVz = O, - Oo [cm] ( 1 . 1 2 )

Allowances asses sment on looseness for the third
Iayer

The third layer is represented by ladies coat. The way
of the allowances on looseness PVrfor this layer is the
same as at the previous layer. lt is assessed on the
basis of the quotient AS/4.

Ss : Sz + AS/4 [cmt]

r, : (S3/r)o'5 [cm]

Os : 2nr3 [cm]

PVs = Or - Oo [cm]

Assessment of the thickness of the air gap
The assessment of the thickness of the air gap be-

tween the individual layers is determined on the basis
reckoned radiuses ro....rs. In the determined value of the
thickness of the air gap is contained the clothing mate-
r ial thickness of the layer t1, t2, ts.

The thickness of the of the air layer between the sur-
face of the human body and the first layer is given this
way:

Vrnl = fr - Io [cm] ( 1 . 1 7 )

Between the first and second layer is thickness of air
gap given:

V l ' l ' 1 2 :  1 2 - r 1 - \  [ c m ] ( 1 . 1 8 )

Between the second and third layer is the thickness
of air gap given:

V I T I .  =  f t - r r - l ,  [ c m ] (1  .1e )

Then is valid VITI.' ) vm2 > vm3.
The result of this is that between the individual layers

isn't kept the constant thickness of the air space. Whit
the receding layer of the clothing from the body surface

Tablel The result values PV to the bodv measurement of the
bust girth

body measurement PV - body measurement [cm]

the thickness of the air space between individual layers
is growing less.

THE RESULT OF THE EXPERIMENT

Entrance parameters for this reckoning are These
values:

o body measurement (bust girth)
o addition on looseness to the first layer PV,
On the basic of these entrance values is made auto-

matic reckoning for the other two layers of clothing.

Additions assessment on looseness to horizontal
areas in the plane of the bust perimeter

From the reckoned values PV to the bust girth we can
determine how large part from this PV value belongs
individual areas this plane. Body angle in the horizon-
tal body plane n [rad]can be divided into 3 body angles,
which l imit back H1 H3, armhole H3 H5 and front part
H5 H7.

On Fig. 5 can be seen the simplified model represent-
ing the bust plane of the human body dissected by the
profile plane into 2 halves.

In Tab. 2 are given the half values that determine the
size of the allowances for body arc in the bust girth.

I

Y
body surface

Fig. 3 Air gaps between individual layers

(1 .e)

( 1  . 1 0 )

( 1  . 1  1  )

( 1  . 1 3 )

(1 .1  4)

( 1 . 1 5 )

( 1 . 1 6 )

I
Y
t2

Wt

Fig. 4 3D model of the stratification

PT body surface
OY 1...first clothing layer
OV2... second clothing layer
OY3... Jirst clothing layer

b l o u s e  3 ,  0  4 , 0
polo coat 4, 5 5, 9
c o a t  5 , 2  6 ,  9

5 , 0
7 , 4
8 , 6
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back part

n fradJ

front part

Fig. 5 Drawing of the angles of the horizontal body arc in the bust
girth

Conc lus ion

This article describes the assessment method of the
designing al lowances on looseness to horizontal con-
struction measurement of the bust girth in regard to the
looseness of the clothing and the sequence of the cloth-
ing layers. lt can be applied even for assessment other

Table 2 PV (112 value) to the horizontal body arcs in the plane
of the bust girth

The body arcs in the plane of the bust girth
n [rad] 1,08 [rad] 0,84 [rad] 1,22 fradl

Clo th ing PV"n [cm]  H1H7 H1 H3 H3 H5 H5 H7
Blause 4 2  0 ,69 0,53 0,78
Polo coat  5 ,9  2 ,95 1 ,01 0,79 1 ,15
Coa t  6 ,9  3 ,95  1 ,36  1 ,06  1 ,53

PV for neck girth, waist girth, hip girth etc. This simple
method is suitable for modification of entrance param-
eters for an automatic clothes construction by the aid of
CAD systems. l t  is an opening a possibi l i ty to use new
methods by pattern making on the basic of mathemati-
cal modell ing [2].

L i terature

t1l  Svitkovd, A,VyuZit i  programu NERO firmy Parmel s.r.o v kon-
strukci drimskfch oddv0 pro horni ddst t6la s ohledem na
opt imal izac i  konst rukenfch p i idavk0.  ID ip lomov6 prdce] .
Liberec: TUL, 2002. TU v Liberci, Fakulta textilni,

l2l  ZATLOUKAL, L,: Konstrukce od6vi. 1. 6esk6. vyd. Praha:
SNTL 1 989. ISBN :80-04-222969-7

NAVRH METODY STANOVENI KONSTRUKCNICH
pnionvrU

NA VOLNOST ODEVU

Translation of Abstract:
Pro ject  on assessment  methods of  construct ional  a l lowances

for  looseness of  c lo th ing

V prdci je popsdna metoda stanoveni konstrukcnfch pi idavkfr na volnost k horizontdlnim konstrukdnim
rozm6r0m s ohledem na volnost oddvu a poiadiodevnivrstvy. Je vhodnd k modif ikaci vstupnich parametr0 pro
automatickou konstrukci od6v0 pomociCAD syst6m0. Metoda je prezentovaina na konstrukci pro hornicdst tdla
dle metodiky konstruoveni stfih0 od6v0 J M KO (Jednotnd metodika konstruovani odev0).
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TEXTILE PHOTO CHROMIC SENSORS FOR PROTECTIVE
TEXTILE

Vikova M.

Laboratory Colour and Appearance Measurement, Technical University of Liberec Czech Republic
-m ail : martina.v ikov a @ vsli b. cz

Deplet ion of  stratospher ic ozone is expected to lead to an increase in the amount of  UVB
radiat ion present in sunl ight .  In addi t ion to i ts wel l -known abi l i ty  to cause skin cancer,  UVB
radiat ion has been shown to al ter  the immune system. The immune system is the body's pr imary
defence mechanism against  infect ious diseases and protects against  the development of  certain
types of  cancer.  Any impairment of  immune funct ion may jeopardize heal th by increasing sus-
ceptibil i ty to infectious diseases, increasing the severity of infections or delaying recovery from
infect ions.  In addi t ion,  impaired immune funct ion can increase the incidence of  certain cancers,
particularly cancers of the skin.

With careful  use of  protect ive c lothing, skin damage can be reduced drast ical ly.  Medical  ex-
perts f requent ly recommend the use of  c lothing for protect ion f rom UVR. Not al l  c lothing, how-
ever, protects equally or adequately.

The base of  solut ion could be "SMART"text i les wi th i r radiance responsible f ibre mater ia ls.
, ,SMART. or, , lNTELlGENT. mater ia ls respond to environmental  st imul i  wi th part icular changes in
some variables. For that reason they are often also called responsive or adaptive materials.
Depending on changes in some external  condi t ions,  adapt ive mater ia ls change ei ther their  prop-
ert ies (mechanical ,  e lectr ical ,  appearance),  their  structure or composi t ions,  or  their  funct ions.

Most ly,  "SMART" mater ia ls are embedded in systems whose inherent propert ies can be fa-
vourably changed to meet performance needs. The pr imary purpose of  the proposed work is
development of  or ig in method and device for  measurement of  adapt ive response on UV-VIS and
NIR i r radiance. This work is widely recognized as establ ishing the fundamental  knowledge base
for the creat ion of  var iety of  new mater ia ls as sensors for  appl icat ion to basic text i le structures,
non-woven, and other related mater ia ls and their  barr ier  propert ies against  UV-VIS and NIR
irradiance. Our object ive is to use the special  photo chromic and photo adapt ive polymer,  which
has a response to above-ment ioned part  of  e lectromagnet ic i r radiat ion.
Key words: sensors,  photochromic,  colour measurement

INTRODUCTION

Reversible colour changing of some substances is
well known effect. Name of this effect is chromism and
if the effect is reversible colour change depending on
temperature, name of this effect is thermo chromic. lf is
colour change affected on solut ion name is solvate
chromism, l ight colour change dependence is named
photo chromism, etc. This reversible colour change we
can use as indicator of dif ferent st imulat ion and true
colour measurement method we can quanti fy by this
st imulat ion.

ln present t ime we have on the market protective
clothes, which give good insulation against hazardous
substances and radiation. Obviously is on the market
measur ing systems for  measur ing dangerous sub-
stances and its concentration, respectively excessive
intensity of radiation. On the other side we should solve
transportation of this measuring systems, stress of act-
ing persons (firemen, solders, etc.) during theirs actions
from reason of weight and dimensions of measuring
systems. This problem will solve integrated textile sen-
sors, which wil l  be f lexible component of protective
clothes. Potential possibi l i t ies of using text i le-based
sensors are now intensive ly  s tudied in  Laboratory
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Colour and Appearance Measurement (LCAM) of De-
partment of Texti le Materials of Technical University in
Liberec, Czech Republic. In this study are present tex-
t i le sensors with colour response on UV radiat ion and
we will present studies of dynamic changes, stability of
sensitivity these kinds of sensors. Also will be present
study of moderating these sensors for different parl of UV.

EXPERIMENT

In our experiment we prepared samples from PET
fabric that was coated by five different photo chromic
agents. In f irst part of our experiment we measured
colour change dependence on the t ime of st imulat ion.
For measurement was used spectrophotometer SF 300
UV and Microflash 200d fy Datacolor lntenational USA.
Modus of measurement was: SCI without UV and with
aperture 20 mm and 5 mm. The samples was exposed
in Judge box l l  fy Gretag Magbeth - USA. We used
combination of D 65 simulator and UV fluorescent tube.
Spectrum of this combination of il lumination you can see
on  the  f i g .1 .

On the following figures 2-€ is shown the response re-
mission curves of studied photo chromic pigments:
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We decided,  that  for  our  fo l lowing exper iment ,  to
choose the pigments no. 3 and no. 5. Therefore inten-
sity of colour changes for their response on illumination
(was approximately 20-25 % R).

ln area of intensity of exposit ion measurement is ob-
viously need to know t ime and intensity dependency of
sensor response. For time dependency study were test
samples in fol lowing t ime scale exposed:

Tested photo chromic materials was i l lumined in fol-
lowing t ime scale:

Time of  i l luminat ion [min]  0 ,5  1 ,0  1 ,5  2 ,0  2 ,5  3 ,0  4 ,0  5 ,0  10,0

Plgment  no .  3
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During the testing of regeneration were samples ex-
posed 15 minutes and following regeneration in some
time scale as during exposition:

Timeof  regenerat ion [min]  0 ,5  1 ,0  1 ,5  2 ,0  2 ,5  3 ,0  4 ,0  5 ,0  10,0

Next f igures 7, 8 show the remission curve during
exposition and reversion:

There is shown how the minimum is going down with
time of exposition and during reversion is going up.
Because is relationships between remission and con-
centration of colorant agent non-linear in colour mea-
surement is obviously used relation between Kubelka-
Munk funct ion and concentrat ion, colour change
intensity respectively. Colour change intensity that we
used was defined as following equation:

K lD)d1

ln our study we prepare new view on the relation ships
between intensity and time of exposition, time of relax-
ation respectively. Name of this new kind of graphs is
colour change hysteresis. The colour change speed is
higher during of exposition than reversion phase.

On fig. 10 is shown relation between light source dis-
tance and intensity of colour change for two exposition

J000
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5 5 0

b  500

f  r s o
L

E 400

> ,  ? 1 0

2 J 0

700

t=J
400

Light source distance [crn]

F ig .  10

t imes and Minolta l l luminance Meter 1T10. lt stands to
reason, that curves for pigment no. 3 are similar to MIM
tT  10 .

This paper is introducing study of dynamic properlies
of photo chromic pigments. This study wil l  be followed
by experiment with moderating of above mentioned
properties by UV absorbents.
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ForocHRoMNi TEXTTLNI seNSoRy pRo ocHRANNE
TEXTILIE

Translat ion of Abstract:
Text i le  photo chromic sensors for  protect ive text i le

SniZovdnf obsahu ozonu v zemsk6 atmosf6ie md za ndsledek zvy5ovi ini podi lu UVB zdien( v celkov6m
slunecnim zaieni. To md za ndsledek, jak je obecnd zn1mo zvfsenf rizikavzniku rakoviny kriZe a sniZovdnf imunity.
Disledkem techto proces0 je celkov6 oslabenf organizmu a zvyi5enou ndchylnost k onemocn6nl.

Jednou z moZnostiochrany organizmu je pouZitf ochrannlich textili i, kter6 v'iraznd sniZujr riziko vzniku rakoviny
k02e. No5en[ specidlnich ochrannlich textili i je doporudovdno l6kaii, na druhou stranu je tieba si uvedomit, 2e
ne v5echny textilie chrdnI pied UV zaienim stejn6.

Zdkladnim ieSenim by mohlo byTt pouZitf SMART textili i se schopnostf reakce na UV zaieni. SMART nebo
lnteligentni materidly jsou takov6 materidly, kter6 reagujr zm6nou urci\ich vlastnosti, (elektrick6, mechanick6,
vzhledov6) na danf podn6t a to i strukturou nebo sloZenim ci jejich funkcnostf.

Casto jsou SMART materidly integrovdny do standardnlch syst6m0, diky 6emuZ dochdzi ke zlep5eni jejich
uZitnfch vlastnosti. Crlem projektu, kteryi je popsdn v tomto cldnku, je vfvoj origindlnr metody mdienf respektive
vfvoj specidlnfch senzor0 reagujfcfch na UV VIS a bllzkou infradervenou oblast elmg. zAieni. Tato popsand prdce
je zamdiena na vyirobu a testovdnisenzor0 z tkanin a netkanlich textilif za pouZitifotochromnich pigment0, kter6
jsou aplikovdny formou zAtlrj nebo barven[m ve hmot6. Vlisledky ukazuji, Ze vyroben6 senzory vykazujicitlivost
jak na dobu ozaiovdnf, tak na intenzitu zdieni a jejich responzni charakteristika se bliZi komerdne dostupnyim
elektron ickf m luxmetr0m.
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AIR PERMEABILITY AND A STRUCTURE OF WOVEN
FABRICS

Havrdovd M.

Technical University of Liberec, Department ol textile evaluation, Halkova 6, Liberec, Czech Republic
E- mai I : marie. havrdova @ vslib. cz

Main aim of  th is paper is descr ipt ion of  some geometr ical  models of  woven fabr ic porosi ty and
proposi t ion of  a new model.  From point  of  v iew a relat ionship between air  permeabi l i ty  and a
structure of woven fabrics it is not possible to describe fabric only by its porosity. Generally, the
porosity indicates how much of air gaps a texti le material contains. For a description of airf low
through text i le mater ia ls fur ther detai ls about a conf igurat ion of  pores in text i les ( the pore s ize,
shape, arrangement etc.)  are very important.  Moreover,  a fabr ic structure changes owing to f low-
ing air  and i ts relat ion wi th air  permeabi l i ty  is  much more compl icated. This paper ment ions the
importance of  deformat ions that can occur in fabr ic owing to f lowing air .  l t  was found that i t  is
necessary to take a type of weave into consideration.
KEYWORDS: porosity, airf low, structure, woven fabrics, deformation, type of weave.

INTRODUCTION

Geometrical characteristics of textile fabrics are very
important when evaluating and simulating a lot of fab-
ric properties. One of them is air permeability. A lot of
research works concerns on a description of a relation-
ship between air permeability and a structure of a tex-
tile fabric. ln this case a structure is usually character-
ized by its porosity.

In some research, a textile woven fabric is compared
with a metal woven nets, but metal materials have very
different properties. The structure of a metal woven net
is unchangeable in airflow (in a range of pressure dif-
ferences used usually on textile materials). In textiles
exposed to airflow some deformations exist and the
textile structure is changed. For that reason is relation-
ship between air permeability and structure of textile
woven fabric much more complicated.

Deformation of woven fabric caused by airf low is
strongly dependent on a degree of interlacing of yarns.
Flowing air causes a move of not interlaced parts of
yarns (floats) and a "new pores" appear in textiles. lt is
clear that length of floats is a proportion of the anchor
of yarns in fabric. In this paper the influence of interlaced
portions on air permeability changes are studied as well.

WOVEN FABRIC POROSITY

In woven fabrics, a dist inct ion among porosity be-
tween yarns, inter-yarn porosity, and porosity between
fibres inside yarns, intra-yarn porosity should be made.
Regarding an air permeabil i ty evaluation, intra-yarn
porosity is usually neglected [1]and an assumption that
air flows only between yarns is accepted. This assump-
tion is questionable for a tightly woven fabric created
from staple fibre yarns.
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1 .  CLASSICAL 2 .D IMENSIONAL MODEL
OF POROSITY

ln theory of classical2-D model, porosity P, is def ined
as a complement to the woven fabric cover factor CF.
An area of pores is calculated as a perpendicular pro-
jection of a woven fabric

Ps  =  1 -CF =1- (doDo +drDu +dodrDoDr )  (1 )

where do, d, are diameters of a warp yarn, weft yarn
respectively, and Do, D, are setts of warp yarns, weft
yarns respectively.

This model of porosity completely neglects the third
dimension of a fabric and differences of pore forms due
to various binding types.

2 .  MODIF IED 2 .D IMENSIONAL MODEL
OF POROSITY

This model suggested by Gooijer [1] includes part ly
a 3-D structure of pores. A various binding type does not
show the same relationship between a projected and
real effective area opened to a flow. The modified 2-D
model of porosity is based on idea that airf low f lows
around of yarns not only in a perpendicular direct ion.
The inf luence of the binding was described with four
basic unit cells according to Backer [2]. Each type of
woven fabrics can be described by four pore types
showed on f ig 1. Gooijer calculated a project ion of a

pore type 1 pore type 2 pore type 3

Fig. 1 The unit cells for woven fabric [2]

@
pore type 4
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wetted perimeter at the narrowest cross section of a
pore of four yarns creating of a pore into plane of a fabric
and derived four equations for a calculation of the effec- 

'

t ive open areas At-Ao of pore types 1-4.
The f inal equations have the form

A,=1"AL-Io'[^'- +) Io"("-*) e)

As=,-AJ +Au-Io,("-9,) s)

A2= l"Ar -to,("-*)-io"(" -*)-**,',

fu = AoAu - Atdo (5)

Here Ao, A, are distances between warp and weft yarns
(the reciprocal value to sett of yarns Do, Dr).

I t 's  necessary to  note that  the equat ion for  the
"opened area" of pore type 4 Ao is not function of the
weft yarn diameter dy. This is one of the important limi-
tation of practical util ization.

3 .  S IMPLIF IED 3 .D  MODEL OF POROSITY

The simpli f ied 3-D model of porosity is based on a
differentiat ion of four pore types as f ig.1 shows. The
intra-yarn porosity is neglected and the yarns are con-
sidered to be cylinders of a circular section (compres-
sion of the yarns in binding points is neglected).

Each pore cell is created by two segments of warp
yarns and by two segments of weft yarns. Such seg-
ments can be interlaced or non-interlaced (f ig. 2b, c). A
volumetric proportion of the interlaced yarn segment in
a total volume of a pore cel l  is higher than a volumetric
proport ion of the non-interlaced yarn segment. Thus,
more interlaced pore cel l  has higher packing density
formed by mass of the yarns (porosity is smaller).

The total volume of one pore cel l  V6 shown on f ig. 2
is described by the

v"=!  + @s+du) (6)' D o D u \ v

Proposed cel l  model assumes the same corrugation
of the warp and weft yarns (the fabric is balanced). ln
this case, the fabric thickness is: f  = do + du.ln the case

Fig.2 Model of total volume of one pore cell; a - upper side, b - edge
side (not interlaced segment of yarn); c - edge side (interlaced
segment of yarn)
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l lDo -  du

Fig. 3 Simpli f ied 3-D model of porosity

that the warp and weft yarns corrugations are different,
the fabric thickness is higher. When evaluating fabric
porosity, the model of woven fabric as a plane plate is
usually accepted. ln reality the surface of a woven fab-
ric has a certain relief. For evaluation of a single pore
cel l ,  i t  seems reasonable to define a vert ical dimension
by sum of warp and weft yarn diameters in case of not
balanced woven fabric too.

As f ig. 2 a or 3 show, volume of binding points (the
crossing of the warp and weft yarn) is assumed as com-
pletely f i l led by mass of the yarns. This idea is part ly
similar to the idea of the classical 2-D model of poros-
ity and it's not completely correct.

In the case when the binding point is assumed to be
the perpendicular crossing of two cyl inders (deforma-
t ions are neglected) ,  four  pore types are in  b inding
points approximately the same. Four pore types are
di f ferent  main ly  in  connect ing segments of  b inding
points. In case of staple yarns i t  is possible to assume
that yarn hairs are denser by arrangement in vicinity of
the binding point.

Let  the non- in ter laced connect ing segment  of  the
warp yarn has a cyl inder shape. The half of this cyl in-
der volume Vzo- f i l ls the part of the total pore cel l  vol-
ume

vzo-=+( +-d,) (7)L v -  
I  [ D ,  )

The interlaced connecting segment of warp yarn is
possible to replace approximately by cyl inder with the
base diameter do and with the heightxe (fig. 3). The half
of this cylinder volume Vro* fil ls the part of the total pore
cel l  volume

Here /o is the angle of the warp yarn interlacing. For
calculating of voluma Vzu- and V7u* it is necessary to
change subscripts O <+ U in equations (7, 8). By using

.l-H-|
tff it
l r l l t l

Fil--+ r
T]----]_J-

dc

d-.r
1 ,

c- o,
cos i"

(
^t
z l
o \rd

8
Vzo* = ( 8 )
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of these equations it is possible to determine the pack-
ing density volume or the porosity for all kind of the pore
cel ls.

The pore type 1 is symmetrical and is formed by two
interlaced connecting segments of the warp yarn and by
two interlaced connecting segments of the weft yarn.

The pore type 2 is symmetrical too and is formed by
one interlaced connecting segment of the warp yarn,
one non-interlaced connecting segment of the warp
yarn, one interlaced connecting segment of the weft
yarn and one not-interlaced connecting segment of the
weft yarn.

The pore type 3 is not symmetrical. lt is necessary to
take into account its orientation in a fabric. Pore of the
type 3AEis formed by two non-interlaced connecting
segments of the warp yarn and by two interlaced con-
necting segments of the weft yarn. The pore of the type
38Eis formed by two interlaced connecting segments
of the warp yarn and by two non-interlaced connecting
segments of the weft yarn.

The pore type 4 is symmetrical and is formed by two
non-interlaced connecting segments of the warp yarn
and by two non-interlaced segments of the weft yarn.

The "empty volumes" of all pore types are given by
equations

vt =vc -ldoar(do * du)*2vzo* +2V7u*] fgl

Vz = Vc -ld od, ( do + d u) + Vzo* + Vzo_ + Vzu * + vr, _l 1l oy

vee = vc -ldodu (do + du) + zvTs_ + zvTtJ*] tt t I

vsa =vc - ldodr (do +du)+2V7s*  +2v7u_]  t tz l

Va =Vc -ldoa, (do + ad+2Vzo- +2V7u-] ttgl

Porosity of a woven fabric with any binding type is
calculated as

,-, n1V1+ n2V2 + nseVgn + tlssVss + t\aVa
t'H = (14)

where D1, tiz, /?eR, /?ge a n4 are the numbers of pore types
in pattern repeat and se, su are numbers of a binding
points in pattern repeat in a warp direction and in a weft
d i rection respectively.

For a comparison of models of porosity the set of 26
shirting woven fabrics (15 with plain weave and 1 1 with
another weave) was used. For all fabrics the basic pa-
rameters mentioned above: Do, Du [1/cm], ds, dulp,ml
(according to methodology described in [4]), do, du (us-
ing image analysis system LUCIA), nFnq and se, su
were quantified. For all fabrics air permeabitity AP (m/s)
were measured. The porosity according to classical 2-
D model (Pr), modified 2-D model (P6) and simplified
3-D model (P") of porosity were calculated. Fig. 4 shows
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Fig.4 Comparison of porosity and air permeability

Fig 5 Air permeabil i ty of woven fabrics with plain, seven-binding
twill and seven-binding satin weave

a correlation between air permeability and porosities of
woven fabrics. New model of porosity gives sl ightly
better results with model proposed by Gooijer.

DEFORMATIONS OF WOVEN FABRIC CAUSED
BY AIRFLOW

A correlation between a porosity of fabric and air per-
meabil i ty is very complicated because a structure of
textiles changes by influence of airflow. A deformation
of a fabric caused by stream air has the following main
reason:

1. A bagging of a circular sample clamped in the in-
strument ( in direct ion of f lowing ai| .This phenom-
enon leads to enlarge the sample area and to open
pores. This deformation is classified as a hoilzon-
tal increase of the porosity. An importance of this
phenomenon is very individual according to me-
chanical propert ies of a fabric (the f lexural r igidity,
the extensibility etc.). A horizontal increase of po-
rosity can result in a considerable increase of an air
permeability value. This phenomenon is especially
important in the evaluation of an air permeability of

F-'*
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knitted fabrics. Some measuring instruments have
suppoft of the sample avoided this type of deforma-
t ion. r

2. Moving of free yarn sections. Yarns in plain fabrics
are interlaced very closely and the introduced phe-
nomenon does not start. ln twill or satin weaves
relative moving of yarns causes an increase of its
porosity predominantly in a vert ical direct. This
deformation is classified as a vertical increase ol
the porosity.

3. Flowing air pushes aside outside layers of staple
yarns. Some f ibres in an area of hair iness are
pressed to a relatively compact yarn core. Some
fibres float in the airflow and increase an flow re-
sistance of a fabric.

DEGREE OF YARNS INTERLACING IN  WOVEN
FABRIC

A degree of interlacing of yarns in a woven fabric in-
fluences a lot of fabric properties. A modified 2-D model
of porosity takes a shape difference of four types into
account, but is based on an idea of an isolated pore.
This idea is not acceptable for finer evaluation of air
permeability.

A degree of interlacing of yarns in a woven fabric f [3]
describes the relative passage of weft yarns between
the right side and underside. f can be calculated as

Here n, is a number of passages of one weft yarn be-
tween the r ight side and the underside and so is a num-
ber of warp yarns in a pattern repeat. For plain weaves
is  f  :  1 .  For  other  weaves is  f  >  1.  l f  the number of  wef t
yarn passages is not the same for every weft yarns in
a pattern repeat, a degree of interlacing can be calcu-
lated as

t -

Fig.  6

This discrepancy can be explained for example by
assumption that the move floats in the twill weave have
developed a "pocket". Neighbouring new pores caused
by the vertical increase of porosity cover up each other.
They are shifted only about one binding point. The shift
of neighbouring weft yarns passages in the satin weave
is larger and then airf low is more intensive (sea f ig. 7
and 8).

Fig.7 Air f lowing in twi l lweave

Fig. 8 Air flowing in satin weave

THE SHIFT OF NEIGHBOURING WEFT YARNS

In basic twill and satin weaves there is in a pattern
repeat only one warp binding point (in case of weft-bind-
ing) or one weft binding point ( in case of warp-binding).
The shift of interlacing of two neighbouring weft yarns
is the same in all pattern repeat (fig. O). In the best sim-
plifying cases the shift of neighbouring weft yarns can
be described as:

u = shift of inteilacing of neighbouring weft yarns/so (7)

For further evaluation the selected fabrics were used.
Some fabrics had a more complicated type of binding
and shift of interlacing of neighbouring weft yarns was
not simple to determine. Experimental data for set of
remaining 22 fabrics (plain weave, seven-binding twi l l
and seven-binding satin, four-binding reinforced twi l l )
were tested by regression analysis. The characteriza-
tion of structure S was introduced

s  =  P f  (18 )

f = 3 , 5
u  =  0 , 1 4 3

f = 3 , 5
u = 0,429

1
t -  |

nu lso
( 1 5 )

=s '
{ s u

l f  n , , ,
so ti 

vt

( 1 6 )
1 s uj F n , , ,

a L,'l

D n  ; - i

t,

Here s, is a number of weft yarns in a pattern repeat.
From projection of the woven fabric it is possible to

identify the arrangement of four pore types in a pattern
repeat (fig. 6). lt is evident that seven-binding twifl and
a seven-binding satin have the same number of f loats.
The lengths of floats are the same too. A degree of in-
terlacing f is the same. The arrangement and a number
of four pore types is different. Fig. 5 shows air perme-
ability values of tree woven fabrics. There are one plain
weave, one seven-binding twill and one seven-binding
satin. Construction parameters of fabrics are the same
(Do, Du, do, dr).lt is evident that the air permeability of
twill and satin woven fabric is different.
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structuro

Fig. 9 Comparison of air pereabil$ril, overall parameter of

Where P is porosity determined as Ps, P6 or P", f is
degree of interlacing of yarns in fabric and u is the shift
of neighbouring weft yarns. Fig. 9 shows a correlation
between air permeability and overall parameter of struc-
ture S (where P = Ps was used).

CONCLUSION

The main aim of this contribution was to show that
deeper description of the textile structure is necessary
for finding of relationship between fabric structure and
air permeability. A standard evaluation of static poros-

ity is insufficient. The introduction of four basic types of
pore is very rational, but the quantitative expression of
their representation in a pattern repeat is insufficient.
Very important is arrangement four pore types. New
model of woven fabric porosity includes a 3-D structure
of pores and their dif ferent shape. This model gives
comparable results as model proposed by Gooijer. lt
seems suitable for any type of binding, but it not takes
arrangement of four pore types into account. The overall
parameter of woven fabric structure that gives better
correlation with a value of air permeability was pro-
posed. This overall parameter is suitable only for some
basic type of binding.
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PRODYSNOST A STRUKTURA TKANIN

Translation of Abstract:
Air permeabil i ty and a structure of woven fabrics

Hlavnfm cilem tohoto pifspdvku je popsat vybran6 modely porosity tkaniny a navrhnout model now. Z hlediska
vzdjemn6ho vztahu mezi prody5nostf a strukturou tkaniny neni moZn6 popisovat tkaninu pouze jeji porositou,
Obecnd porosita uddvd, kolik vzduchu je v textilii obsaZeno. Pro popis prouddnfvzduchu pies textilni materidly
jsou velmi d0leZite dal5i detaily o uspofdddnf p6r0 v textilii (velikost por0, jejich tuar, vzdjemn6 uspoidddnr a pod.).
Navfc se struktura textilie fcinkem proudicfho vzduchu mdnf a jejivztah s prody5nostf je proto komplikovandj5f .
Tento piisp6vek zmiiuje tak6 uiznam deformacf, ke kterfm v tkanin6 vlivem proudicfho vzduchu dochdzi. Bylo
zji5tdno, 2e pii popisu struktury je nezbytn6 vedle porosity uvaZovat take typ vazby tkaniny.
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LONG TERM CYCLIC DEFORMATION OF FABRICS WITH
IMPROVED ELASTICITY

Mil i tky J. ,  Bajzlk V.

Textile Faculty, Technical University of Liberec 461 17 Liberec, Czech Republic
e-mail : jiri.militky@ vslib.cz

The aim of  th is contr ibut ion is descr ipt ion of  s imple s imulat ion study based on the long-term
cyclic tensile deformation of fabric to the selected stress levels combined with one-day recovery.
This s imulat ion has been real ized on the Tiratest  machine for tensi le test ing.  From the exper i -
mental results the relative portion of plastic deformation; elastic recovery and change of rigidity
were computed. The fabrics with special improved elasticity were evaluated.
KEY WORDS: cycl ic tensi le deformat ion,  e last ic recovery,  mixing with Lycra

1.  INTRODUCTION

The low stress level cyclic deformation combined with
long-term relaxation occurs frequently during the wear-
ing of textile products. The small portion of permanent
deformation and small shape instability (good stiffness)
due to cyclic deformation are required for clothing pur-
poses.

For  improving of  there character is t ics the smal l
amount of elastomeric frbers are added to fabric. The
main dm of this contribution is proposalof methodology
for evaluation the textiles response to the cyclic defor-
mation combined with long term relaxation. The param-
eters characterized recovery; permanent deformation
and stiffness change are computed.

2.  CYCLIC DEFORMATION OF TEXTILES

Typically, the deformation of textiles is due to cyclic
straining to the very small level of stress. The simple
deformation cycle consists of phase of straining and
strain release (see f ig. 1a). The area bounded by the
curves from A to B,from I to C and from C to A is pro-
portional to the total deformation energy Wp. Energy of
recovered work Wtis proportional to the surface area
bounded by the curves from D to B, from B to C and
from C to D. The plastic energy imposed to the textile
is then equal

W p  = W o  - W z  ( 1 )

The so called work r recovery is defined by the simple
relation

r  =Wz lWo e\
The quantity (1 - r) is proportional to the energy dis-

sipated as heat. Plastic deformation energy can by ex-
pressed by the form

Wp = Wp(1-  r )  (3)
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After N deformation cycles is the stored energy 2W,
equal to the total work to break W and rupture occurs.
The work to break is defined by relation

€p

W = Io@)de (4)
0

where a" is strain to break (tenacity). Number of cycles
N" to the break is then equal

Itt- r i\Wo, =Yr1 (5)
i=1

where r, and W o, are recovery work and total deforma-
tion energy for the i-th cycle. For the simple case of r,:
t, Woi= Wo the following relation can be obtained

N p =  
W

' (1 - r)Wo
( 6 )

Fig. 1 Typicaldeformation cycle
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Long-term stability after cyclic deformation requires:
l. Fibers with great work to break
ll. Fibers with good recovery
lll. The small energies W, (low applied stress and stiff

fabric)
There exist a lot of various methods of cyclic defor-

mation. For simulation of cyclical action during wearing
the variant consists of loading to the required degree a"
with subsequent relaxation and releasing has been se-
lected. The one cycle of deformation consists of the:

a) Loading up to required level of deformation e6 ?t
t ime tr

b) Stress relaxation in the interval t2-1.,
c) Recovery (stress releasing).
This cycle for time dependent deformation is shown on

the fig. 1b. Plastic deformation after this cycle is equalto

, r=P (7)' t o

where /o is initial length of sample and Io-, is increment
of sample length after finishing the one cycle.

For the long-term deformation and recovery combi-
nation the following procedure using this deformation
cycle have been applied:

1.20 t imes repeating on cycle up to a6 (one run)
2. One day recovery
3.20 times repeating of cycle up to e6
4. One day recovery
5.20 times repeating of cycle up to e6
6. One day recovery.
For quantifying of this long-term cyclical deformation

the following parameters has been selected:
o Maximum load in the first cycle F,r.
o Maximum load in the 20th cycla Fzoc.
r Plastic deformation after whole procedure e"
These parameters can be used for the evaluation of

fabric response to this complex procedure

3.  EXPERIMENTAL PART

Four types of fabrics containing elastometric fibers
have been used for evaluation of portion of plastic de-
formation and changes of st i f fness after above de-
scribed complex cyclic deformation.

The experiments are realized for the
o Standard fabrics (abbreviation S)
r Washed fabrics (abbreviation W)
Basic information about tested fabrics are summa-

rized in the Table 1.
For characterization of mechanical behavior of indi-

vidualfabrics the load to break and deformation to break
were measured under standard conditions (sample width
5 cm). Results are summarized in the table 3a and 3b.

For characterization of mechanical behavior of indi-
vidual fabrics the load to break (tenacity) and deforma-
tion to break were measured under standard conditions
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Table 1 Basic Parameters of Fabrics

Fabric
No

Content
Areal weioht Width

HaIIefn c.-
lg/m'l [cm]

502 98%cotlon, 2o/o Lycra
687 98% cotton, 2% Lycra
700 73% TENCEL, 24% cotlon,

3% Lycra
549 640/o PAD,32o/o cotton,

4% Lycra

Combined
Twill (Z)
Twil l  (S)

Twill (Z)

300
400
3 1 0

286

1 3 0
1 5 0
1 3 0

140

Table 2 Selected deformations degrees

Fabric No Deformation degree e6

5 , 7 , 1 0 ,  1 2 ,  1 5
8 , 1 2 , 1 5 ,  1 8 ,  2 1 , 2 4
5 , 7 ,  1 0 , 1 2 ,  1 5
1 5 ,  1 9 ,  2 3 , 2 7 , 3 1 ,  3 5

(sample width 5 cm). Results are summarized in the
table 3a and 3b.

Cyclic deformation was realized up to the deforma-
tions selected according the deformation to break (see
table 2).

Experiments were realized on the tensile testing de-
vice TIRATEST under these condit ions (see f ig. 1b)

o Rate of deformation 0.15 min--l
r Relaxation time 5 min
o Number of cycles in one run 20
o Time between runs 24 hours
o Number of runs 3
For individual e6 the loads F.,r and Fro" and plastic

deformation after whole procedure sp were measured.
In these tables CV denotes coefficient of variation.

Confidence intervals are computed after normality prov-
ins [2].

4. CYCLIC DEFORMATION CHARACTERISTICS

From the measured parameters of fabrics some char-
acteristics of total recovery, degree of plastic deforma-
tion and change of stiffness were computed. For char-
acterization of the fabrics recovery the total recovery Z6
[%] has been computed

Z c = 1 O O t c - t P
€6

where e" is maximum deformation and ep is plastic de-
formation after finishing of whole deformation procedure
(3 days).Portion of plastic deformation has been char-
acterized by the cumulative extension after whole pro-
cedure

Ep = 1001n(ap + 1)  (9)

Higher E"is indication of the higher plast ic deforma-
tion during wearing.

Degree of plastic deformation is equal to

502
687
700
549

( 8 )
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Table 3a Tenacity - warp

Fabric Mean
No

Before washing
Confidence Standard

interval deviat ion

IN] IN]

Mean

IN ]

After washing
Conlidence Standard

interval deviat ion

IN] IN]IN] I%ll"/')

502
687
700
549

1  1 0 0
1429
1174
/ o J

1 070-1 1 29
1377-1481
931-1417
679-847

9,4
27,6
88 ,8
28,5

0 ,9
1 , 9
7 ,6
o , t

20,3
80 ,8
39,3
39 ,6

2,1
6 2

3,2
5 ,6

954
1544,5
1238 ,5
703,5

879 -1029

1 383-1 706
1149-1328
593-814

Table 3b Tenacity - weft

Fabric
No

Before washing
Confidence Standard

interval deviation
Mean

IN] IN]

After washing
Conf idence Standard

interval deviat ion
CV

tNl  l%ltNl IN] IN] l'/"1
467
548
447
592

502
687
700
549

565,5
647,5

529
870

538-593
566-729
449-609
852_BBB

22,7
32,7
2 1 , 6
26,5

c ,  l

4 ,1
3 ,1

7,9
1 9

12,2
7

1 , 7

2 ,8
1 )

455479
530-567
422472
571-61 3

Table 3c Deformation at break - warp

Fabric
No

Before washing
Confidence Standard

interval deviat ion
Mean

l% l

After
Confidence

interval

t%l

washing
Standard
deviat ion

[T,l l % ll%l l % l l%1 t%1

502
687

549

15,21
32,69
12,67
6 1 , 3 1

14,68-15,73
31,49-33,89
10,98-14,35
56,21-66,42

u ,o  /
1 , 5 7
0,46
1 , 7 8

4,38
4,81
3,76
2 ,91

16 ,93
27,42
'15,91

40,9

0,29
0,48
0,48
1 ,44

1 , 6 8
1 ,75
3,03
3,54

16 ,05 -17 ,81
26,84-28

15,41-16,42
38,46-43,33

Table 3d Deformacion at break - weft

Mean

l'/,)

Before washing
Confidence Standard

interval deviat ion

I%l \',/,J

Mean

l'/'l

After washing
Conf idence Standard

interval deviat ion

l % 1 I'/'l

CVFabric
No

l'/,1t%l

502
687
700
549

19 ,69
18,22
17,42
54,87

17,89-19,5
17,79-18,7
16,1+18,7
51 ,13 -58 ,6

0,25
0,41
0,74
1 , 2 8

1 , 4
2 ,2
4,3
2,3

19,48
23,81
13,72
58,M

2,93
1 , 0 1
0,2
1 , 6 5

15,02
4,23
1,48
2,82

14,92-24,03
22,61-25,01
13,03-14,41
53,66-63,21

where

Zo  =Er  OO, E 6

E c = 1 0 0 I n ( e 6 + 1 )

( 1 0 )

( 1  1 )

(12)

(1  3 )

100,00

90,00

80,00

70,00

60,00

50,00

40,00

30,00

20,00

10,00

0,00

Higher Zl shows higher inf luence of long-term cycl ic
deformation to the stiffness change. For the case e6 =

15 o/o are above-mentioned characteristics shown on
the  f i g .  2 ,3 ,  4 .

As the characteristic of stiffness the secant modulus

yc = F'c
€6

has been selected. Stiffness after 20 times repeating of
cycle is

Yx : 
Fzoc
€6

Relative stiffness change ZTis defined by the relation

7  Y c - Y x ,L ,  = - - | | 0 0
Yc
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Fig. 1 Total recovery before and after washing

Total recovery
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Degree of Plastic deformatron

120,00

100 ,00

80,00

60,00

40,00

20,00

Fig.2 Plastic deformation before and after washing

Relative change of $iffness

Interesting results were obtained by comparison of
washed and no washed samples. At low a6 have fab-
rics after washing:

a) The better recovery Zsfor all tested samples
b) Lower plastic deformation degree for all samples

excluding the No 502
c) Markedly lower degree of stiffness for all samples

excluding the No 687.
These results show that the behavior of fabrics under

long-term cyclic deformation is very complex and can
be signif icantly changed by the washing. The inf luence
of elastometric fibers could be improved by structure
and pattern of fabric.

Acceptable low permanent plastic deformation can be
obtained for materials hawing good elastic properties as
well (see fabric No 549).

6 .  CONCLUSION

The proposed procedure for evaluation of the re-
sponse of fabrics to the cyclic deformation with relax-
ation a recovery is very simple but can be applied for
predict ion of shape stabi l i ty during wear. lnf luence of
washing is important especially for fabric containing cot-
ton
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Fig. 3 Stiffness before and after washing

5 .  RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The ch aracteristic s Z 
", 

Z p and Z 7 ar e g raphically rep-
resented on the figs 2, 3, 4. Based on the previous find-
ing the values Zs of total deformation recovery at low es
are for shape retaining materials above 85-90%. Only
the fabric No 549 composed from PAD/cotton/Lycra
blend satisfies to this criterion. For other materials is
Z, under 50% and therefore the stability of shape after
long-term cyclic deformation will be not on the required
level.

DLOUHODOBE CYKLICKE TAUAHANi TTNruIN SE
ZLEPSENOU ELASTICITOU

Translation of Abstract:
Long term cyc l ic  deformat ion of  fabr ics wi th improved e last ic i ty

Cilem t6to prdce je popis simuladnistudie zamdien6 na dlouhodobe cyklicke tahov6 namdhdni pii vybranfch
0rovnich zatilen( kombinovan6 s jednodennim zotavenim. Tento specidlniexperiment byl simulovdn na trhacim
pilstroji TIRATEST. Na zdkladd experimentu byl urden podfl plastick6 deformace, elastick6 zotavenI a zmena
tuhosti. Experiment byl provdd6n na specidlnfch tkanindch s piidavkem elastomernich vldken.
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CHARACTERIZATION OF PILLS SIZE DISTRIBUTION

Mil i tky J, Kovadic V., Ka5parovd A.

Textile Faculty, Technical University of Liberec 461 17 Liberec, Czech Republic
e-mail : liri.militky @ vslib.cz

Pi l l ing is unwanted phenomena having negat ive inf luence on the appearance of  text i le fabr ics.
Classical  p i l l ing character ist ics are based on the computat ion of  number of  p i l ls  af ter  def ined
abrasion on special  devices.  This contr ibut ion descr ibes the character izat ion of  p i l l ing by using
of image analysis.  Resul ts of  image analysis are the number of  p i l ls  and the size of  p i l ls .  Main
aim of  th is contr ibut ion is descr ipt ion of  the distr ibut ion of  p i l ls  s ize af ter  selected t imes of  abra-
s ion .
KEY WORDS: pi l l ing tendency, distr ibut ion of  p i l ls  s ize,  image analysis,  abrasion of  surface

1 .  INTRODUCTION

Pil l ing is a long-standing problem in relat ion to staple-
f iber fabrics and fabric containing synthetic f ibers. l t  is
well known that when two fabric surfaces are rubbed
together under a light pressure, those fibers where ands
are protruding on the surface are gradually pul led out.
As they emerge, these fibers are rubbed into small balls
or pi l ls, which remain on the surface anchored by one
or more f ibers, which are st i l l  part ly within the fabric.
These unsightly pills are formed on weaves of knitted
garments during wear.

The main aim of this work is descript ion of pi l ls size
distribution and changes of parameters of this distribu-
t ion during the prolongation of pi l l ing (mechanical ac-
tion). The pills size is characterized by the area S [mm2]
of perpendicularly projected pills to the plane of image.

2 .  P ILL ING MECHANISM

Previous investigations have shown that the mecha-
nism of pi l l ing involves three dist inct stages [1]

i) Fibers are drawn to the fabric surface as a result of
some mechanical action and there form fuzz.

ii) The fuzz enlangles into prl/s,

Fig. 2 Pill on the surface of fabric

i i i) The pills wear off under continued mechanical ac-
tion.

Creation of tuzz on the surface of fabric is shown on
the f ig. 1. The pi l l  formation is shown on the t ig.2.

Several techniques have been developed to investi-
gate these three stages of pill formation independently [2].

The most usual manner of characterizing the pi l l ing
behavior of fabric is by the so called pilLcurue.The pill-
curve is dependence of numbers of pills measured on
standard area [3] or the degree of pill ing [4] against the
duration of mechanical action (pill ing).

A complex mathematical model of pi l l ing was pro-
posed by Brand and Bohmfalk [2].  Simpli f ied model
based on the assumption that rates of pills formation
and wear-off remain constant was described by Conti
and Tassinari [5].

In the another paper of Conti and Tassinari [6] the
numerical distr ibution of f ibers in pi l ls were derived. l t
has been shown that distribution of the numbers of fi-
bers in pi l ls is the sum of binomial distr ibution.

3. CHARACTERIZATION OF PILLING

The characterization of pill ing is closely connected
with the device used for testing. The WIRA (Martindale)Fig.1 Fuzziness on the surface of fabric
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abrasion machine uses as the specimen the 6x6 cm
fabric square. Assessment is by cutting the pills of this
square and weighting them or by visual comparison.

The ATI-.AS pilling tester (random tumble pilling tester)
use the fabric specimen 12x12 cm and number of pills
are evaluated subjectively or classified using five rat-
ings.

Richards [7] has found close correlat ion between
these devices. Approximately 20 hours in the random
tumble pill ing tester is equivalent to 2 000 rubs on the
WIRA (i.e. a0 min rubbing time). For description of pill ing
the various combinations of mean pi l l  number N, and
mean pill mass M, were proposed [8]. The Product N,
M, is equivalent to the total pill weight.

Naik and Lopez-Amo [9] have suggested a correlation
between N, M..,., and random tumble pill ing test subjec-
tive rating.

In some cases, the product Nfr M, was proposed for
descript ion of pi l l ing behavior or construction of , ,pi l l
culve". By using of kinetic modelof pillcurue the amount
of pill able fuzz portion of fiber removed that formed pills
and mass of worn-off pills can be computed [B].

From point of view of fabric appearance the size of
pills is predominant and pill ing can be characterized by
the total size of all pills. In some standards the rating of
pills according to their size is proposed.

In CSN 80 0839 (Czech Standard) are three catego-
ries:

a) Maximum diameter of pills up to 0.5 mm (area of
equivalent circle is 0.196 mm2),

b) Maximum diameter of pi l ls up to 2 mm (area of
equivalent circle is 3.1 4 mmz),

c) Maximum diameter of pills over 2 mm.
From point of view of fabric appearance the case a)

is the best one.

4. STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF PILLS SIZE

On the base of large number of samples it has been
proved that distribution of pills size S [mmt] (projected
area) is unimodal and positively skewed to the right and
can be well approximated by the lognormal distribution
[ 1 1 ]

Here F(S) is distribution function (cumulative fre-
quency), Se is threshold (minimal) pill size, A and C are
scale and shape parameters. In sequelthe sample con-
taining N experimentally measured independent pil ls
sizes (Si) i = 1, ...N is analyzed. The estimation of these
parameters can be realized by using of sample values
of pills size S,by maximum likelihood method.

For measured independent pills size S;having probabil-
ity density f(S) the log of likelihood function has the form [1 1]

96

In(t)  =f tn1r1s,;1 G)

By maximizing of In(t) the maximum likelihood esti-
mates can be computed. For above selected distribu-
tion the maximization of In(L) leads to three nonlinear
equations from which the parameters Se, A, C can be
iteratively refined.

4.  EXPERIMENTAL PART

The 100 0/o polyester plain weave having high ten-
dency to pilling has been used. Selected characteristics
of this weave are given in Table 1.

The experiments were real ized on random tumble
pi l l ing tester  of  Czech provenience IZMOLTEX -
Partex). Test specimens were caused to tumble freely
in a cylindrical chamber (diameter 146 mm and length
152 mm) by the action of two 120 mm long impellers
equally spaced on a horizontal shaft located at the axis
of the cylinder and rotating at a speed 1200 r.p.m.

The inside wall of each cylinder was covered with a
removable cork sheet (thickness 1.5 mm). Test speci-
mens were 110 mm squared pieces cut at 45' bias from
the fabric. Sewing stabilized each edge of specimens.
Three fabrics specimen and 25 mg of cotton sliver cut to
5 mm length pieces were placed to the test chambers.

The specimens were removed at selected times 30,
60, 90 and 120 min. After measurements of pi l ls num-
bers and size the process was continued with the same
specimens.

For measurements of numbers and size of pi l ls the
imager analysis system LUCIA-M has been used. The
specimens were clamped to special rotat ional holder
enabling realization of perpendicular projection of pills
to plane of CCD Camera (image plane). In this projec-
tion the size of pills were characterized by the surface

Table 1 Selected Fabric Propert ies

Property Units Value

lm-'l
Im-']
l g  m- ' l
lmml
lmN l
lmN l

*) see work [12]

Table 2 Parameter est imates of lognormal distr ibution

Time [min]

Threshold So [mm2]
Mean C [mmz]
Standard deviation
A [mmz]
Number of pi l ls

sett warp
sett weft
areal weight
thickness
friction resistance 

')

roughness 
')

1 760
1520
1 9 8 , 5
0.52
158 .49
90.58

120

0.12775
-1.3741

0 . 9 9 1 1 6

48

0j7774 0.061903 0.23087
-1 .7030 -1 .1283 -1 .79s4
1.2057 0.84716 1.3878

21
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Table 3 Characterist ics of pi l ls size

Time [min]  S" [mm2] S""o [mm2] 56 [mm2]

It is clear that according to Czech standard the most
of pills have moderate size (see value Pr) and portion
of very large pills is very small (see value P3).

By this way is possible to characterize the pill ing as
portion of pills in selected size limits. These limits will be

Table 4 Port ion of pi l ls below a above specif ied l imits

Time [min]

30
60
90
120

0.095
0.043
0 . 0 1 6
0.024

0.25
0 . 1 8
0.32
0 . 1 7

30.0
79.2
53.2
1 9 . 6

area S [mm2]. Details about realization of image analy-
sis and extraction of individual pills from image are de-
scribed in work [13]. Numbers of pills are in Table 2 and
total pi l ls area S, [mm2] is given in Table 3.

4.  RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The estimation of parameters of lognormal distribution
was real ized by the maximum l ikel ihood methods. Re-
sults are summ arized in the Table 2.

For characterization of mean size of pills the mode S,
and median Sy"6 were computed. The mode is defined
by the relation

S:  exp(C -A ' )

and median by the relation

S : exp(C)

These characteristics are given in the Table 3.
The computation of confidence intervals for S""o leads

to conclusion that median of pills size is not significantly
dependent on the t ime of pi l l ing.

The total pills area 56 c"n be assumed to be close to
total mass of pills. The corresponding ,,pill curve" has
typical shape (see [5]) and can be described by the sim-
pl i f ied kinetic model.

The knowledge of pi l ls size distr ibution can be used
for estimation of pills portion with size below or above
special l imit.  In the table 4 are port ions of pi l ls sizes P',
P, and P. corresponding to Czech standard (see chap.
2) computed from relations

Pr  :100  x  Prob(S  <  0 .196)
Pr--  100 x Prob(  0.196 < S < 3.14 )
Ps :  100  x  Prob(S  >  3 .14)
Here Prob(.) denotes probability and correspond to

values of cumulative density of lognormal distr ibution
with parameters from table 2.

P , l % l
P r l % l
Ps [%]

26.4 0
73.2 98.06
0.4  1 .94

suitable to estimate pill ing tendency based on the ap-
pearance of pilled fabrics.

5.  CONCLUSION

The image analysis can be used for objective char-
acterization of pi l l ing. The size of pi l ls distr ibution can
be described by the lognormal distribution. lt is interest-
ing that the modal size of pills is statistically independent
on the time of mechanical action (abrasion).
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